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This issue should representa "watershed" ofsorts for acousticalscientists and string enthusiasts whoenjoyreading authoritative
articlesabout string instrumentacoustics, guitars, and violinmaking. The issue is dedicated to Erik V. Jansson. We congratulate
him on his long,productive career in violin acoustics andrelated fields.

In orderto celebrateDr. Jansson's achievements,we gavehonorary editor privileges to Anders Askenfeltand Johan Sundberg
(present and pastCAS Vice Presidentsfor Scandinavia). Askenfelt and Sundberg askedsix "seniorstatesmen" ofCAS to summarize
thecurrent state ofknowledge and to offer theirpersonal perspectives onphysical modeling, optical studies, guitar acoustics,
violinmaking, soundradiation, and violinmodes. These invitedarticlesmake goodreading because these authors graciously lay
manyimportant findings right at our feet. The articlesincludereviews ofexperimentaland theoreticaladvances through theyears,
andexcitingnew findings based onempirical studies. These shouldbe benchmark papers for years to come.

Inaddition, players should take interest in Knut Guettler's perceptive and inventive article onplaying harmonics, alsoknown as
"flageolettones." Finally, Mark French offers a cleveranalytical function for drawing instrumentoutlines.

Goodreading!

Jeffrey S. Loen
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Antoine Chaigneis ProfessorofAcoustics at theEcole Nationale Superieure deTechniques Avance.es
(ENSTA) in Palaiseauwherehe directs theMechanicalEngineering Department. He is also Associate
Professor ofMechanics at theEcole Polytechnique in Palaiseau, France. His research activities are
mainly devoted to themodeling and simulation ofmusical instruments. He is an amateur classical
guitarplayer.

Knut Guettler (born 1943 in Oslo, Norway) is a former principal double bassist of the Oslo
Philharmonic. He has performed as soloistand lecturer in U.S.A, Japan and a numberofEuropean
countries. He is authorof "A Guide to Advanced ModernDouble Bass Technique" (YorkeEdition, London). Presently, KG. devotes
most ofhis timeto research on thebowed string, often through theuse ofcomputer simulations.

Nils-ErikMolinreceived his PhD in 1970at Physics 11,Royal InstituteofTechnology, StockholmSweden.From 1971 to 1988he was
senior lecturer andthereafterprofessor inExperimentalmechanics at LuleaUniversity ofTechnology, Sweden. His research field is
optical metrology and one ofhis interests is the physics ofmusical instruments. More information can be found on the web site
<http://www.luth.se/depts/mt/exp_mek/>.

BernardRichardson'spassion for music andmusical instrumentswas the driving force behind his research into thephysics ofmusical
instruments. Inspired by themusicianship ofAndres Segovia, he began playing and making guitars at an early age. Frustrated by the
lack of technicalinformation about theunderlying principles ofgood toneproduction, he first undertook a physics degreeat Salford
University, specialising in acoustics, followed by research workon the acoustics of stringed musical instruments with Professor
Charles Taylor at CardiffUniversity, where he is nowa lecturerin physics and where he continues his research interests. He has
lectured and writtenwidely on the subject.

Martin Schleske is a graduate of the "StaatlicheFachschule fur Geigenbau"in Mittenwald,Germany. Subsequently, heworked on a
research projectwith HelmutA. Miillerat Muller-BBM. He studiedphysics at theFachhochschule Miichen, wherehe received a DipL-
Phys.-Ing. (FH). He returned to the violin-workshop in 1994. In 1996he passed theMeisterpriifungexaminationto qualifyas a Master
ofviolin-making. He nowhas his ownviolin-making studioand acoustical laboratoryin Munchen.

GabrielWeinreich has been an activephysics researcher for many years, entering the fieldofMusical Acoustics in 1977with his work
on CoupledPiano Strings; since then, his interestshave concentratedmostly on various aspects ofviolin physics. He has served as
Associate Editorfor Musical Acoustics of the AcousticalSociety ofAmerica and is therecipient ofnumerous honorsand awards. Today
he holds the title ofProfessorEmeritusof Physics at the University of Michigan. He is also an ordained Priest in the EpiscopalChurch.

Jim Woodhousehas worked on violinacoustics since his doctoral project on the subject in the 1970s (under the supervisionof Michael
Mclntyre in Cambridge). His interestwas initially sparked by his experienceas an amateur instrumentmaker. For manyyears nowhe
has been attached to theEngineeringDepartmentofCambridge University, teachingandresearching in the general areaof structural
vibration. For moredetails, see the web sitehttp://www2.eng.cam.ac.uk/~jwl2/.
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JOHNT. RANDERSON (1928-2001)

John Randersonretired in 1982 from theUnited States Air Force as a Major General, after 32years
ofservice. At that time he wrote ofhis career for the familyhistory: "B.Sc. Union College, MA,
M.A., George Washington University, graduatedfirst in his class from aviationcadets; was a pilot
(T-6, T-33, F-80), and servedmost ofhis careeras communications-electronicsofficerwith ten years
in such overseas assignments as Libya, Turkey, Germany, England, and Vietnam, (at the timeof
Vietnam John was assigned to be Chief of Communicationsat the White House, but asked for
Vietnam instead). His last assignmentwas Commander, Strategic Air Command, Omaha, Nebraska.
His divisioncomprised 10,000personnel stationedfrom Australia to Alaska, and the U.S. to Turkey,
with responsibilities for satellite,radio, radar, and telephonecommunication, including world-
wide communicationsfor U.S. strategicbomber and missileforces."

After retiring, John andDolores,his wife ofmany years (whom he metat thePentagon, wherehe was assigned by theAirForce and she
by the Navy),built a house on a small ranch in Rye, ColoradowhereJohn was a violinmakerand cellistwith the local symphony, and
Doloresraised sheep. A neighbor and friendwrote ofJohn: "Along with my Dad hewas simply the bestperson Ihave everknown. All
the adjectives onecould think ofwouldnot comeclose to describing thisbrilliant, gentle, and goodman. He made andrepaired stringed
instruments in his retirementyears. Visiting his shop on thelowerlevel ofhis homewas likeentering a worldwhere greatandenduring
musicof the centurieswas honoredandpreserved. — Johnwas fiercelypatriotic. —He was theGreatAmerican. The Stars and Stripes
flew in his front yard everyday and he honored thecountry he cherished and thefreedomhe had defended."

I first knew Johnwhen he attendeda class I gave at the New Hampshire SummerViolinMaking School in its early years. He helped in
manyways,not only ingetting thecooperation we neededfor equipmentand workspace,but in givingeveryonea sense ofaccomplishment
as theyworked to understandthecomplications involved in free plate tuning. Over the years my husbandand I have had the privilege of
visits from Johnin our summer home in NewHampshire not far from UNH.

JohnRanderson was oneof themostwonderful people I have everknown. We are all honoredto have had him with us.

Carleen M. Hutchins

DIMITRY MARKEVITCH (1 923-2002)

DimitryMarkevitch,renowned cellistand former memberof theCatgut AcousticalSociety, diedJanuary29, 2002 in

Clarens,

Switzerland.
He was born in Switzerland, to which his family had fledafter theRussian Revolution. At age 16he came to theUnited States, and later
became a U.S. citizen. He worked with Gregor Piatigorsky and otherwellknown musicians, making a sensationat his Carnegie Hall
debutin 1964playingall six of theJ.S. Bach Suites for Unaccompanied Cello.

He was a dedicated teacher and expressed great interest in the instrumentsof the NewFamily ofViolins. Whenhe attendeda lecture
demonstration of theNewViolin FamilyatHunter College he fell in lovewith the Baritone, which he played extensively for awhile.

His passion was to collectand offer to thepublic unknown celloworks ranging from Beethoven to Kodaly. His large music librarywill
go to theConservatoryofMusic in Geneva,whilepersonal archives willbe conserved in Montreux. A greatcellisthas left us.

Carleen M. Hutchins
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Professor Charles Taylor, formerHeadof thePhysics Department atUniversity College, Cardiffand Visiting Professor ofExperimental
Physics at the Royal Institution inLondon died nearhis homein Warminster, WiltshireUK on 7th March2002.

Taylor's early research work had been in radar and X-ray and optical diffraction,but towards the end ofhis professional career he
increasingly devotedhimself to the study ofmusicalacoustics. He was instrumentalin setting up a joint degreein Physics and Music at
Cardiffand initiatedresearch in thephysics ofmusic and in psychoacoustics. In the late seventies, he was heavilyinvolved with the
project which brought theHutchins ViolinOctet to theRoyal CollegeofMusic inLondon.

Taylor will be best rememberedfor his inspirational lecture demonstrations,particularly those on the subjects of "Physics ofMusical
Sounds" and "Images". He was equally at home talking to primary school childrenor to adultsand was still lecturing regularly until
recently. He presented theRoyal Institution's televisedChristmasLectures twice on the theme ofPhysics ofMusic. Both series were
subsequentlypublished as books, both ofwhich areexemplars for anyone wishing to present this subject matter to the layreader.
He is survived by his wifeNancy, his three childrenand his grandchildren and greatgrandchildren.

BernardE. Richardson

Comments on a Paper Entitled
"The Essential Musical Properties of Musical Instrument Wood"

Daniel W. Haines

Inmy article "TheEssential MusicalProperties ofMusical InstrumentWood" in theNovember 2000 issue (Vol4, No. 2 (Series II),pp. 20
- 32), I discussed run-out. This discussion should have acknowledged that thepriority for identifying and providing a clear description of
thisphenomenon belongs to Gila Eban. Ms. Eban introducedreaders to run-out and madea number of other interestingpoints in her
article "Musical instrumentwood- a luthier'sview"in theNovember 1981 (No. 36) issue of the CAS Newsletter.
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Knut Guettler
Norwegian Academyof Music

P.B. 5190 Majorstuen, 0302 Oslo, Norway
e-mail: knut.guettler@samson.nmh.no

INTRODUCTION
For the string player, "harmonics" means tones where the string's
fundamental frequency and some overtones aresuppressedby a
lightly touchingfinger. Oneof the partials thenbecomes thenew
fundamental, and a set ofpartials harmonically related to this new
fundamental remains as overtones.At the point where the finger
touches, thenewfundamental and its overtones must have a node.

As a professional double-bassplayer Ihave puzzled overharmonics
more thanonce. Inparticular, contemporary musicprovides many
challenges, both as far as technique and interpretation of the score
areconcerned. Quite often composers askfor a harmonic, notated
ina high position on the string,whereas thesurroundingnotes have
to be played in lowpositions, or vice versa.As a performer, Iwill
then naturally be looking for alternativeways of executing that
same pitch. The followingquestion arises:

AT HOW MANY PLACES ON THE STRING CAN THIS
PARTICULAR HARMONIC BE PLAYED?
By touchingan open string lightly at its midpoint, Idefine its second
partial asits newfundamental. Ifwanting a triple raisein frequency,
I have two alternatives:I can touch the string one-third from either
end. At all timesthe nodes areplaced in intervals equal to half the
wavelengthof the newfundamental, but now thecomplications
start. For a fourfold raise infrequency (two octaves) I cannotchoose
freelybetweenthe threeexistingnodes (positioned at 1/4, 2/4, and
3/4 of the string length), because touching thenode at halfstring
length doubles the frequency, raising thepitch one octave only.
After havinggiven it some thought, some years ago I came up with
thefollowing answeras to howmany useful nodes,N, exist in each
case:

(1)

This means that ifI want to play a harmonic that has a fundamental
frequencyn timeshigher than the open string, I can factorizen in
prime numbers(Prime.) and powers (/>.), like this:

(2)

Ms then found as theproduct statedin Eq. (1):

(Primef1 -Primef' * ) x(priinef2 -Primef2 1 ) x ■

For the lowestten "harmonics" (i.e., n- 2, 3, 4,. . . 1 1), thenumbers
ofusefulnodes are thus:

N- 1 , 2, 2, 4, 2, 6, 4, 6, 4, 10,which, admittedly, was not my initial
guesswhen addressing theproblem.

With several fingering alternatives,a next question naturally arises:'

DO THEY ALL SOUND THE SAME?
When playing harmonics the lightly touching finger causes a partial
reflection at thepoint it touches the string (the finger should then
preferably be seen as a "resistive" by the string, not to cause
inharmonicity).A good fraction of thewaveamplitude should be
reflected at the finger,which is usuallyplaced "on topof the string",
leavingboth the string and thefinger free to vibrate somewhatin
the bowing plane (with high-impedance double bass strings,
however, it is often better to place thefinger on the string's "side",
since a light finger does notalways provide enough resistance when
touching the string from above. Inadequate reflection results in
long transientswith strong elements of the original fundamental
frequency— the "tuba syndrome"). Well, if the finger provides
adequatereflection, there is still something to choosebetweenthe
different nodes. The further away from the bridge the node is
fingered, the longer thetransientlasts,and a more "remote"sound

On Playing "Harmonics" (Flageolet Tones)

N = Yl(Primef ' -Primef 1 ).

n = Primef 1 xPrimef2 x" " ■
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HARMONICS AND INTONATION
Figure 1.When a harmonicis played, the string forms several
sections separatedby "nodes". Within each section a Helmholtz
corneris rotating.

Harmonics arecommonlyknown as sounding flat. The few times I
have measured such, they have nonetheless either been
mathematically correct oxsharp (!)—as they shouldbe if bending
stiffness is present. I can, however, think ofseveralreasons why
they areperceived as flat, all ofwhich likely to play a part:STRING MOTION OF A "HARMONIC"

(1) Preference for stretched octaves.As long as the earprefers
intervals to be larger than the mathematically correct (bril-
liantly demonstrated in the CD ofref. [3]), non-adjustable har-
monicsrepresenting relatively high pitches often appear flat
compared to the "preferredpitch"—in spite of "mathematical
correctness".$

is experienced (two major frequencies interfere here: the
fundamental of the open string and thefundamental of the string
betweenthebridge and the touching finger). The musical context
must decidewhich sounds betterwhere thefingering is not defined
by technicallimitations.

(2) Absence of high partials fools the ear.Arthur Benade once
made theexperiment to have an audience compare pure sine
tones to shrill sounding ones composed ofharmonically re-
lated partials (I cannot recall wherehe documented it, but I
haverepeated his experiment on severaloccasions). The task
wouldbe to matchpitches betweentones ofdifferenttimbres.
His audience (asmine) was fooled into matching the sine tones
with shrill tones of slightly lower frequencies. Lack ofover-
tones madethe sine tones sound flat by comparison.

HARMONICS AND BOW SPEED
Schelleng found expressions forminimumand maximumbowforce
fora givenposition and speed of thebow [1,2]. Ifwereorganize his
equations slightly, we get for the lower bowspeed limit:

(3) Difference between true and temperedpitches. Harmonics
based on the fifth and seventh partials (often askedfor in cello
and doublebass) causeproblems, especiallywhen played in
combination with the tempered scale of thepiano. While the
seventh partial is flat by any measure, the fifth (raising the
pitch two octaves and a major third)represents the "truepitch",
which is nearly 14 cents lower than the temperedpitch of the
piano (e.g., theharmonic F#5 on acello D-string in combina-
tionwithF#5 of thepiano gives nearlysix "beats" per second).
My own simple solution to this problem was always: "Omit
the conflicting pianotone unless it is melodic".

(3)

jU and jl d ate the limiting static, and thedynamic (sliding) friction
forces,respectively
P — bowing position relative to the string length
Z

Q

— characteristic waveresistance of the string
vb - bow speed;Fz -bow force (often termed"bowpressure")
R= string-terminationresistance (representingall losses).

The minimumbow speedis seen to be proportionalto ft.
(4) Pitch distortion. Ifusing open strings when tuning, theseare

susceptible to pitch distortion, i.e., thepitch rising as function
ofstring amplitude, orrather string stretching [4, s]. Since har-
monics give Helmholtzcorners that are rounded over a rela-
tively larger part of their rotationalpath, relatively less string
stretching takesplace, which results in betterpitch stability.
Consequently harmonics do not get pushed up as much as
ordinary tones during normalplaying.

Figure 1 shows the string's motion during a harmonic thatraises
thepitch an octaveand a perfectfifth, i.e., increases the fundamental
frequency three times.There are two nodes, both of themusable,
which separatethestring into three "lively" sections. Within each
ofthese, a Helmholtz corner is rotating. Ifpositioning the bowas
shown in Figure 1, a change from the open-string fundamental to
theharmonic thus implies a change of jf3from 1/9 to 1/3. In theory
theminimumbowspeedis hence three times higherfor thepresent
harmonic. (5) String players tend to gradually raise thepitch during perfor-

mance.
Practice has shown that the following turns out to be quite a good
rule-of-thumb: "When going from an open string to a 'harmonic', or
vice versa,adjust the bow speedproportionally to therespective
fundamental frequencies." Said anotherway: "Play the 'harmonic'
as youwouldhave played the samepitch on thefingerboard without
changing thebow's positionor 'pressure'."

SOME NOVEL TECHNIQUES
Several novel techniques involving harmonicshave emerged over
the last decades,manyof themthought out by clever jazzbassists. I
will list only a few:

where:
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(1) Chords involvingharmonics are nowoftenplayed by fingering
the nodes in lowpositions and flogging the strings with the
right-hand fingernailsclose tothe nut. Thisgives a clearersound
with more emphasis on overtones, since the impact is
percussive, and givenwith a harder and morepointed object.
Combined with amplification,the sound is quiteimpressive.

(2) "Multiphonics" maybeplayed by touching the string lightly at
the highest node of theharmonic wanted, whilebowing the
string at the fingerboard side of the touching finger. This re-
sults in swift changesbetween thefundamental and the har-
monicsound.

(3) When playing melodic lines thefollowing technique is recom-
mendedfor pizzicato in combination with "artificialharmon-
ics" (i.e., harmonicsplayed on stopped strings): Finger the string
as usual at a pitch oneoctave belowthe desiredpitch. Place the
right-hand indexfinger lightly at the octave node,whilepluck-
ing the string against the fingerboard (usual jazzpizzicato) with
the middle finger. This is easier to carry out and produces a
brighter sound than the "classical"way,where the thumb is
touching the string lightly at thenode while pluckingwith a
free finger (as employed by harpists). Plucking against the fin-
gerboardgives bettersustain (less damping) ofhigh frequen-
cies, apparently due to lower bridge mobility at this angle.

(4) The first time Iexperienced thecombinationofa natural (i.e.,
"open-string")harmonic andglissando, myreaction was ex-
actly the same as whenI first timeheard a pitch bend on the
vibraphone. I didn't! My earsrefused to accept something that
Iintellectually knew was impossible! But thesolution is simple,
and the executionpretty much the same for these two very
differentinstruments:In orderto achieve a tone bend on the
vibraphone, theplayer places one malletfirmly at oneof the
stave's naturalnode lines (i.e.,over one of the ropes) while
striking the stave with another one.The stave's natural fre-
quenciescan then belowered by moving thefirst mallet—and
then to someextent theeffective node line—towardthe stave
end, thus increasing the distancebetweenthe two node lines.
In a double bass it is carried out likethis: Start theharmonicin
the usual way,using one of the lower nodes, where thereis

fingerboard beneath.At the instant the harmonic is established,
quickly press thenode finger firmly against the fingerboard,
andperform the slide in either direction.Ifproperly done, the
remaining nodepattern is left unaffected—evenas the distance
betweennodes is altered.

The last technique has a snag: After having pressed thenode down
to the fingerboard, thereis no lightly touching finger to provide
partial reflections anymore.This makesno difference if the tone
was played pizzicato. With "arco", however, a successful
continuationdepends on a sensitivebowinghand.

MAINTAINING THE HARMONIC WITHOUT TOUCHING THE
STRING
Ifremoving the lightly touching fingerafter a harmonic's transient
has expired, the string most likely returns to its ordinary
fundamental modequite quickly. This happens because in practice
Schelleng's bowing-parameter criteriafor theharmonic and for the
fundamental mode are likely to overlap, while only the latter
provides sufficient stability. Harmonicsare stableonly aslong as
all string flybacks are equal in velocity—and it does not takemuch
to lose that trackwhen thepartial reflection vanishes. The way to

get around this problem is to give the bowa slight accelerationand/
or gradually reduce the bowforce. With that technique the slip/
stick pattern is maintained even with minor differences in the
flyback magnitudes. ■ CASJ
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Instrument Body Description Using Polar Coordinates

Mark French
8915 Pere

Livonia, MI 48150
markfrench@aol.com

INTRODUCTION
Guitarbody shapes are often defined in loose terms. Even in the Figure 1. An Archtop guitar madeusing Benedettobody shape
best references, it is typical to see a few simple measurements and
some templates [1,2]. This vaguewayofdefiningbody shapes is a
greatbarrier onthe path ofreducing buildvariationin instruments.
It is a touchstone ofquality production methods that a process can
onlybe improved when it isrepeatable. Otherwise, incremental
improvements can be masked byvariationsin theproduct.

A step towards reducing variation is developing a method for
describingvery precisely the geometryof thebody. Clearly, some
sort of curve fit is promising. The problem, though, is that the
shape of a typical body is difficult to fit without resorting to
sophisticated methods. If the body is assumed to be laid out
horizontally in cartesian coordinates, both ends are very nearly
vertical. That is, they have infinite slope and the problem is
mathematically tenuous. If thebody is laidout vertically, then the
shape forms a function that is not single valued; there is more than
one Y value for every X value - another serious mathematical
complication.

It is possible to address theseproblems with advancedmathematical
tools like spline functions [3]. However, there is a simpler process
whoseresults canbe expressed in compact,closed form expressions.
The body shape can be fit in polar coordinates andconverted back
to a Cartesian system whenprinting out a template or to drive a
numericallycontrolled tool. With this simple transformation, a
well-conditioned, single valuedfunction can be readily developed.
All coordinatesareexpressed as a function of the scalelength. Thus,
only the scale length is neededin order to define accurately the
body shape.

To show theprocess, consider the example ofa guitar body design
based on a description by Bob Benedetto. The body is 21 inches
long (1 /4" longer than Bendetto's pattern). The lower bout is 17
inches wide, theupper bout is 12.75 inches wide and thewaistis
10.5 inches. Figure 1 shows an instrumentmade using this body
shape.
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Figure2. Points selected for curve fit

BODY SHAPE DEFINITION
An origin for thepolar coordinate system must be chosenin terms
thatareeasily scaled. The 36th fret location (if therewerea 36th
fret) along thecenterlineof the instrument is a convenient location,
though not theonly possible one.

A full scale body template was laidoutusingBenedtto's description
and (x,y) coordinates read from the template as shownin Figure 2.
Thesepoints were then transformed into polar coordinates and the
resulting values were fit using a popular curve-fitting software
package. Theresult was a 9th orderrational polynomial

(1)

WhereL is the desiredscale length and aO - alB are thecoefficients
that define thecurve fit. While this is not a particularly short

Table 1. Curve Fit Coefficients

VALUECOEFFICIENT

12.69999999
-4.38217006
-56.1454981
7.545275491
98.70298019
-5.79491072

-81.9263396
0.519938398
20.84548718
2.644396721
18.9080405
-2.23520271
-19.3527871
0.856926696

7.652012607
-0.1648776
-1.47602927
0.012864596
0.114539547

aO
al
2.2.

a3
a4

expression, it is simple and of closed form. Repeated analyses
failed to find a simpler one that resulted in an acceptable fit. For
the case presented here, theparameters aO-al 8 arepresented in
Table 1.

To verifythe analytical radius function directly, itcan be plotted in
polar coordinates as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the analytical radius function in cartesian
coordinates. It is clear that thefunction is singlevaluedandhas no
points of extremely large slope that could cause numerical
conditioningproblems.

A second check of theanalytical function is to review its derivative.
Apparently smooth functionsresulting from curvefits can have
irregular derivatives that createproblems when thosefunctions are
applied. Figure 5 shows the slope of the analytical radiusfunction.
Thereare no seriousoscillations ordiscontinuities thatcould create
difficultywhen trying to bend a side to the shape.

Finally, the analytical expression is converted back to rectangular
coordinates andplotted in Figure 6 alongwith theoriginal points.

a5
5.6
a7
a8
a9
alO
all
al2
al3
a!4
als
al6
al7
alB

,v
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Figure 3 Body Shapein Polar Coordinates Figure 6. OriginalPoints vs. Curve Fit

Figure 4. Analytical Function for R(theta)

Angle (rad)

Figure 5. Analytical Function for dR/d(theta)

SUMMARY
A simple method has been described to allow instrument body
shapes to be definedprecisely usinga function inpolarcoordinates.
This function is described in terms ofscale length onlyand canthus
beeasily scaled to produce instruments ofdifferentsizes. It canbe
easily programmed to produce data for making templates or for
drivingnumerically controlledmanufacturing equipment. ■ CASJ
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"Theearly Catgut Societywas justas
much aboutpeople as aboutstringed
instrumentsor acoustics."The current
Editorof the CAS Journal,Jeff Loen,
made this observation a year ago after
having studied the complete collection
of the 37 volumes of the Catgut
Newsletter and Journal.

when theViolinOctet was played in
Cleveland.Later, avisit to thefamous
Hutchins' livingroom at 112EssexAve
(filled with instruments as always)
followed. These occasions set him
safely on the trackof violin acoustics.

Last fall Erik Jansson celebratedhis
60th birthday. In recognition of this

As all members know, the Catgut event, six Catgutmembers have taken
AcousticalSocietywas founded in 1963 W the opportunity to summarize the
by a small groupofpeople dedicated ttfa|d| present stateofknowledgewithin their
to the study of thebowed instruments, w^" field of expertise. On the following
in particular the violin. Over the years, Erik Jansson at the start ofhis career (left)and a more pages you will meet AntoineChaigne,
a vast number of authors have recentphoto (right). Nils-Erik Molin, Bernhard
contributed to the accumulated Richardson, Martin Schleske, Gabriel
knowledge published in CAS Newsletters and Journals. Within Weinreich, andJim Woodhouse, covering a paletteof fields inwhich
this largegroup, a handfulofresearchers and violinmakers can be Erik Janssonhas madeimportant contributions since his start in
distinguished when scanning the CAS Journal cumulative index. 1966.The common-theme of thesix articles i5".... as we know it
For longperiods of timethey have assiduously added significant today" Summarizing a research fieldnaturally exposes topics poorly
knowledge about the physics and acoustics of the stringed understood as well as missing links, so the authors also give looks
instruments,how the instrumentshavebeen, can, or shouldbe made, aheadinto the future by suggestingneeded experiments and what
and howtheir tone is perceived. Besides pioneers belonging to the we can expect to learn.
group offounding membersas John Schelleng,Bob Fryxell, and in
particular, Carleen Hutchins, we recognize names like Lothar Curiosity was the driving spirit behind the founding of the Catgut
Cremer,Bob Schumacher, Jim Woodhouse, VoichitaBucur, George AcousticalSociety, setting out in very small circumstances.As the
Bissinger, Gabriel Weinreich, OliverRodgers, and Erik Jansson following six articles clearly illustrate, curiosity for an
among the diligent seniorCatgut members. understanding of the physics of the violin and other stringed

instruments - aswellas for revealingthe secrets ofstringinstrument
Erik V. Jansson, can nowlookback at 35 years ofresearch inviolin making -is still the essence of the society.Over thealmost40years
acoustics. He finished his thesiswork for the MSc at the Royal which have passed, CAS has developed into an international
InstituteofTechnology(KTH) inStockholminthe fall of 1966. The acoustical societywith a surprising coverage of theworldand an
title was "Analogies between bowed string instruments and the impressive listof activities,past and future. It is still a society of
human voice - source-filter models."A year as a research student unusual friendliness,maintainingmuch of theearly spirit when "it
with Art Benade in Cleveland followed, devoted to the study ofthe was just as much aboutpeople as aboutstringed instruments or
brass instruments.The sameyear hemet Carleen for thefirst time, acoustics."
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Today's Situation and Trends for the Future
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INTRODUCTION
Is thereinterest in conducting numericalsimulations in the field of
musicalacoustics? If theonlygoal is toreproduce sounds ofexisting
instrumentsby meansofsynthesis techniquesbased onphysical
models, the answer is likely to be negative. Even more difficult is
theobjective to playpieces ofmusic with such a system, in viewof
theoverwhelming numberofrequired parameters for controlling
thephrasing and articulationsbetweennotes. So what can explain
the significant number of studies dealing with modeling and
simulationsof instruments, and the growing interest of musical
acousticiansfor these techniques? In this paper I tryto answerthese
questions. In orderto avoid theriskof dispersion due to a too broad
domain, the discussion is restricted to stringed instruments.
However, in some cases, references willbe madeto other families
ofinstruments.It is clear, for example, that a numberofanalogies
existbetweenguitar, piano and some percussive instruments. In
general, stringed and percussive instruments sharetheproperties of
producing sounds through excitationandvibrationofstructures, in
contrast to windinstrumentswhere theprime source ofsound is
theair column.

Onebasic reason for developingmodels is to better understand
how instruments work. In that context, developing numerical
simulations is a supplementary tool to experiments and sound
analysis. The tremendousdevelopment ofcomputer capabilities
since the 1980's contributes to makeresearchersambitious; they do
not hesitate to tackle models of high complexity. The parallel
development of digital audio systems, which are increasingly
useable and flexible,yields thepossibility ofevaluating theresults
ofnumericalmodels audibly. This developmentmight appearas
anecdotal, but it is a true revolution: for thefirst time,at the end of
the 20th century, it is possible to listen to the results of a
mathematicalmodel.As a consequence, the physicist can nowdraw
conclusions not onlyon thebasis of theoreticalconsiderationsand
experimental observations, but alsoby using his/her own ears to
assess the pertinence of a model. This auditory evaluation of
simulatedsounds based on physical models, whichwas informal in
the early days ofsound synthesis, todayis a newand active field of
research.

Researchers in musical acoustics community often hope that
instrumentmakers can apply results. Despite significantprogress
in numerical simulationsin recentyears, it is probably accurate to
say that these techniques are still not of common use on the
workbench [I]. This fact should not incite us to forget the idea that
numerical simulations might someday become a useful toolfor
Computer-Aided-Lutherie. It simply means that the required
precision for making an instrument is outside the limits thatour
computers, toolsand models can currentlyprovide.

This introductory discussion shows that sound synthesis is a
multidisciplinary domain. In the next section, results of recent
research are discussedwith regard to the developmentofstringed
instruments modeling, numerical analysis, experiments, signal
processing and perception, and some trends for the future are
sketched. Obviously,such a reviewis biased by my personalviews
and limitedknowledge. I apologize in advance for any omissions.

A STATE-OF-THE-ART

Models andphysics
Anyonewho triesto simulatestringed instruments knows that a
"good"'modelis needed. Usually, it is beyond thecapabilities ofa
single person to build an original modelfrom scratch and onehas
to start with an overviewofexisting literature.At this point, the
result is often thatbasic equations are availablefor describing the
excitationprocess, thevibrations ofstrings, thevibrations of the
body, and the radiation of sound. Consequently, the sounds
produced with these starting models arerather crude, evenif the
quality has been gradually improved over the years. It is a well-
known fact that improving the physical modelsused in simulations
is a continuous and circular process: models are inspired from
experiments and experiments suggest models. The following
discussionconcentrates on air-soundboardinteraction, "higher"
modes of thebody, materialproperties, and string excitation.

Models forpiano hammers have been substantially improved since
the late 1980's. Based on theoretical work by Hall [2] and on
experimentsby Boutillon [3], efficient numerical simulations of
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thehammer-stringinteractioncouldbe conducted [4, 5, 6, 7]. These
simulations were able to reproduce the mainproperties of the
waveforms observedonreal piano strings, as measuredby Askenfelt
andjansson [B]. However, as stated in [6], the sounds produced
were unable to account for thereal transients of piano sounds,
which dependon the impact of the key on thekeybed. Thus, one
significantimprovement could consist ofincorporating this effect
in a model of piano sound. However, such a study requires a

modeling of thewholebody.

This first example illustratesa constant featureofsimulationsbased
on physical modeling. In fact, onemajor complexity ofstringed
instruments follows from thecoupling ofallof their constitutive
parts, aspointed out byBenade [9] . Inpianos, onecannot ignore the
wholebody during the transient,whichraisesimportant questions
from the pointofview of modeling. Compared to the hammer-
string interaction, which appears as relatively simple, is it
meaningful to include a complete three-dimensionalmodel of the
body? Twopossible answerscorrespond to two differentmodeling
strategies. In thefirst case, one can use numerical tools, based on
FiniteElementModeling (FEM), for example, in orderto compute
theeigenmodes, including models (or, moreoften, measurements)
ofdampingfrom which an impulse response canbe derived. In the
second case, an alternative strategycan consist of synthesizing
"equivalent"shock noise thatpresentsperceptual characteristics
similar to piano transients.Both strategies have theirownlimits:a
modaldescription similarto the oneprovided by FEM is limitedin
frequency due to the overlapping ofmodesin thehigh frequency
range. This makes it necessary to use other complementary
approaches for modeling the higher modes ofpiano soundboard
andbody. Preliminarystudies were doneusing statisticalanalysis,
but workremains to be done [10]. This conclusionapplies, ofcourse,
to all stringedinstruments, for frequencies above, say, 1 kHz.

Consider now theproblem of plucking. As pointed out by Hall,
this problem is a difficult one [1 1]. More recently, Pavlidou[12] has
shown in her thesis that "the string-fingerinteraction is strongly
influenced by the frictional characteristicsof the fingernail, the
response ofthefinger-muscle, theinput admittanceofthebody and
the directionof thefinger movement".In her conclusionthis author
claims that"an experiencedplayer is able to analyze more effectively
the guitarbody informationwhich arrivesat his/herfingertip than
the amateur".She also gives some indicationsfor future experiments
in orderto improve thebridge model. This study illustrates the
state-of-the-art and the limitsofcurrent excitationmodelsfor guitars.
The mechanics of the string-finger interaction becomes more
sophisticated in order to account for the complex actionof the
player, but the success of such a mechanical approach remains
bounded by the fact that theplayer's action is not limitedto the
fingernailitself: the sound produced is theresult of subtle muscle
contractionscontrolled by the wavereturning from the bridge,
amongother things.

The first trials in the synthesis ofstringed instruments startedwith
the modeling of strings by Hiller and Ruiz [13]. These authors
realized thatmodeling losses in thematerialwas a crucial condition
for obtaining realistic sounds. Adding a simple so-called "fluid"
damping term in the string model, for example, yields a kind of
"artificial"or "electronic" sound. A number of experiments and
simulations contributeto refine these initialmodels [14]. Present
string models arecapable ofreproducingvibrations of strings made
ofvariousmetallicorpolymeric materials.Conversely,despite the
existenceofconvincingmodels [15, 16], nonlinear phenomena due
to large amplitudes of string motion, particularly during the
transients for plucked strings, remain relativelyundeveloped in
simulations.In this context, intensiveexperimentalworkby Hanson
[17] should be ofprime interestfor future synthesis ofnonlinear
strings. Another important feature of strings follows from the
couplingbetweentwopolarizations due to the motionof thebridge.
This problem was addressedfirst by Weinreich [1 8] .
In the case of guitars, measurements ofthe admittancematrixat the
bridge were conducted by Lambourg et al. [19] (Fig. 1) and
Richardson [20]. Boutillonand Weinreich made similarexperiments

Figure 1. Measurements andmodeling of the 1-1 term, (Yn) of
the admittancematrixat thebridgein a guitar(after [19, p.451]).

(a) Measured (top) and simulated(bottom)impulseresponse

a.ai am am 0.04 axis 0.06 acrc o.os
Time ill secansfe

(b) Measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed line) frequency
response.

Flsquciiey(kEfe)
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Figure 2. Numerical simulationof thebowed string taking into account thewidthof the bow. Centre-linevelocity andfrictional force
for the string elementat theedge ofthebow facinghtebridge(after [26, p. 409]).

centre-line velocity [m/s], force [N]

Figure 3. Time-domainsimulationofawoodenrectangular impactedplate with free boundaryconditions
(a) First 20 ms of the measured sound pressure at a distance of

0.24m of theplate.
(b) Measured spectrumin therange 0-1 .4kHz

FREQLJENCY jHHj;

(c) First 20 ms of thesimulatedpressure at a distance of0.24 m of
theplate.

(d) Simulated spectrum in therange 0-1.5 kHz.

FREQU

ENCY p«Hi)
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Figure 4. Time-domainsimulationofa carbonrectangular impacted plate with free boundary conditions

(b) Measuredspectrum in the range0—1 .4kHz.(a) First 20 ms of the measured soundpressure at a

distanceof0.24m of theplate.

FREQUENCY!KHs3

(c) First 20 ms of the simulatedpressure at a distance of
0.24m of theplate.

(d) Simulated spectrum in therange 0-1.5 kHz

FREQUENCY|kH£)

onviolin [21].Numerical experiments on plucked strings confirm
that taking into account the motion of the bridge in two
perpendicular directions significantly improves the quality and
realismof simulated sounds. This is essentially due to the correct
restitutionof the temporal envelopeof the tones. Using only one
polarization, the tone decayis exponential,which sounds monotonic
and artificial.Further experimental research is needed in orderto
moreaccurately simulate string vibrations.

Bowedstrings areprobably the most complicated excitationprocess
to simulate [see 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] (Fig. 2). Morerecently, Antunes
used amodal approach for bowedstring simulations[27] .The most
controversialpoint today is the relevance ofthe friction curve. In
addition, the physics of rosin under the bow and, in particular,
thermal effects due to friction, are not yet completely elucidated
[28].

The selection of appropriate materials is essential for making
stringed instruments [29]. The most widely used material is wood,

a materialwhosemechanicalproperties are particularly difficult
to model, primarily because ofanisotropy, sensitivity to moisture
and temperature heterogeneities [30]. Time-domain modeling of
damped plates made ofvariousmaterials,includingwood, has been
donerecently by Chaigne [31] andLambourg [32]. These authors
show that thevibrationalproperties ofwooden plates, in terms of
complex eigenfrequencies, can be fairlyreproduced with thehelp
of a limitednumberof damping parameters. Comparisons with
othermaterials(carbon fibers, for example) show that sound quality
is dependenton the values of theseparameters (Figs. 3, 4). Also the
amplitude of plate motion is affected by damping. This has
consequencesfor the "feeling"perceivedby theplayer, and thus on
theplayability of the instrument. Today, a number of substitute
materialsare used for making stringed instruments [33]. It can be
anticipated that this tendencywill increase in orderto compensate
for the rarity of precious wood. Therefore, numerical and
experimental studies in this domain will becomemore and more
necessary.
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In stringed instruments, thecouplingbetween air and soundboard
and can generally not be neglected. In otherwords, theradiated
pressure reacting on the vibrating structure is of comparable
magnitude to the driving force, at leastin a given frequencyrange.
This retroactionis amplified in thepresence ofa cavity, which is
almost always the case in stringedinstruments [34]. Therefore, the
coupling betweenthe structure and thecompressible fluidmust be
takeninto account [35]. In the last decades, numerous studieswere
published on fluid-structureinteractionmodeling, and it is beyond
the scope of this paper to review them all [36]. For stringed
instruments, onedifficultyfollowsfrom the fact thatthe soundboard
is unbaffled. One strategyfor computing theradiatedfield can then
consists ofsuccessive iterations,zeropressure beingimposedoutside
theradiating surface at each iteration. Thismethodwas successfully
applied by Le Pichon et al. on guitars, using FFT techniques [37].
Anotherproblem is due to the presence ofholes inthe soundboard.
In most modeling strategies, the contribution of the holes to the
radiated field is treated separately and added to the soundboard
[20]. Recent advancesin numericalanalysis have madeit possible
to considerand compute the complete sound field,both inside and
outside the instrument [38]. The use ofmultipole synthesis in order
to facilitate the diffusion of simulated sounds by means of
loudspeakers arrays should also be continued [39]. Finally,if one
consider that a violinplayer, for example, is a moving source of
sound, interestingresearch could bedone along theselines in order
to simulateakindof time-and spatial- averaged pressure fieldwhich
is likelyto be closer to ourperception ofmusic than a fixed and
instantaneouspressure. Finally, we should note thatguitar makers
continue to test innovations, most of the time empirically. One
recent example has been described where a guitar has been built
with two holes and a soundpost [40].

Numerical analysis
As in other branches of physics and mechanics, advances in
modeling ofinstrumentsare closely linked to progress in applied
mathematics and numerical analysis. In the early days, finite
difference methods wereused for simulating strings [13]. These
methods were then refined to includemore sophisticated models,
essentially excitationand losses[14, 4]. Simultaneously, a greatdeal
ofeffort was madein Cardifffor the modeling ofa complete guitar,
using finite elementand boundaryelementmethods [20, 41]. Finite
element methods are widely applied to the detailedmodeling of
guitars and violins [42, 43, 44]. These models are nowof sufficient
accuracy to allow closecomparisonswithresults ofmodalanalysis
up to 1 kHz [45]. Finite differencemethods remain competitive in
the case of simple geometries [46, 47], whereas finite elements are
preferable in the caseofcomplex shapes. New methods, such as the
fictitious domain method, have been successfully applied to the
acoustics of timpani [48],and, morerecently, for guitars [38] (Fig. 5).
The main advantage of this method,based on specific variational
formulations of the fluid-structure interaction, is to consider the
pressure field as a whole.The computing of theexternal andcavity
fields is replaced by thecomputingof two equivalentvariables: a

Figure 5. Numericalsimulation of the sound fieldradiatedby a
guitar. Timet=o at the beginning of the pluck.

(f) Pressure scale

-12 -3 -4 0 +4 Pa

uniquepressure field and thepressure jumpacross theboundaries
of the instrument. The spatial part of the problem uses finite
elements,which allowsreplacing thepartial differentialequations
by a set ofdifferentialequations.In these latter equations, the time
derivativesare approximatedby finite differences.

(e) t—36 ms

(a) t=24 ms (b) t=27 ms

(d) t=33 ms(c) t=3o ms
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Approximating continuous equations is always difficult. The
numerical algorithm must bestable, and thefrequencywarping has
to be kept within reasonable limits. In musical acoustics, this
conditionmeans thatthe frequencies of the simulatedtones emitted
by a "virtual" instrumentmust be close to reality. The practical
rule, which consists of tolerating variations of the order of one
percent betweenreal and simulated tones, is often a goodreference.
Thisroughly corresponds to the smallestdifference in frequency
that a human ear can perceive. In addition to these numerical
dispersion problems, one often has to examine the continuous
equations in order to check whether theproblem is well posed or
not. This is mathematically avery technical point, which is often
by-passed due to the difficultyofconducting a proper analysis as
soonas thecomplexity of the modelincreases.Inpractice, a thorough
analysisofwellposedness can only be achieved in standard cases
[49]. Obviously, this research is inits infancy and should provide us
with some very interesting results in thenext decade.

Link with experiments
We nowreturn to the linkbetween modeling and experiments.
Musical instruments need fine adjustments in geometry,materials
and making in order to sound properly. Thus, it is not surprising
that numerical simulations needsimilarrequirements in order to

produce "good" sounds. One highlighted trendin a previous paper
was the necessity of conducting experiments in order to better
understand the acousticalfunctionof eachpart ofa given instrument
[50] . This has been a leadingideainresearch by E. Janssonoverthe
last thirtyyears, especially on violins. One can cite, first, his work
with Molin and his colleagues on thevisualizationof vibrations
with the help ofoptical methods.Optical measurementsof transient
wavepropagation in thebody, for example, areofparticular interest
for future modeling [51, 52]. Time-domainsimulations of such
phenomena would be ofgreathelp for the understandingofviolin
acoustics in terms ofwavereflection, dispersion, transmission and
absorption. This point of view should fairly complement the
standard presentation ofvibrationalstates of thebody in terms of
impedances and eigenmodes. Similarly, Isaksson et al. [53] and,
more recently, Runnemalm[54] have applied optical techniques to
the measurement ofenclosedsound fields. It has been shown by
Runnemalmand Molin that these techniques could be successfully
applied to violins and guitars [55]. These measurements provide
interestingdatafor assessingtherelevanceofair-shellmodels.

The subject of "high quality" instruments is difficult to define,
measure, and model.Jansson attempted to address this subject by
measuring admittancesat thebridge of25 high qualityviolinsof the
Jarnaker Foundation in Stockholm [56]. The author concludes,
amongother things, that "theC3-resonance is dominating and is
probably a major parameterof the lowfrequency response ofa
high qualityviolin". Such approaches shouldbe pursuedin orderto
define "sound quality" moreaccurately. In parallel, modelsmake
itpossible to generatea seriesofsounds,varying only oneparameter
at a time, in orderto test theperceptual relevanceofeachparameter.

Other interesting measurementson stringed instrumentsmust be
mentioned in this broadoverview. Therole of damping has been
highlighted above. A few years ago, David and Boutillon used
vacuumin order to separateradiation losses from internal losses in
the soundboard, which are the two major causes ofdamping in a
guitar [57]. All these examples again show the mutualinterest of
modeling for suggesting experiments and of experimenting for
improving models.

Computer music and signalprocessing
Acoustics in general, and musicalacousticsin particular, have had
a long-term closerelationship with signal processing. For decades,
acousticians used Fourier transforms for thefrequency analysis of
recorded sound and vibration. With the developmentofdigital signal
processing, new techniques are nowavailable.Parametric modeling
derived from the Prony method are now currently used for
transientsandpercussive sounds [58]. Time-frequency techniques
are appropriate for signals with arapidly varyingfrequencycontent,
such as chirps orbird songs. Wavelets can alsobeapplied to a wide
variety ofsignals. Tools from nonlinear dynamic theoriesare now
progressively entering the fieldofmusicalacoustics [59, 60].

A newaspect of therecent research in computer music overthe last
twentyyears is that digital signal processing techniques are now
used for the synthesis ofvirtualsounds, basedon physical modeling,
and not only for thepurpose of analyzing real sounds. The link
between filter theory and thepropagation ofelasticwaves has been
made possible through theconceptofwaveguides developed by
Julius Smith at CCRMA [61, 62]. This approach shows great
capabilities for simulating sounds of high realism in almost real-
time [63, 64]. This methodwas primarily applied to strings and air
columns, where the phenomena are governed by the 1-D wave
equation. Today, waveguide techniques areprogressively extended
to 2-D and 3-D systems, such as membranes.Recent refinements
allow us to use waveguides for simulating structures with a
pronounced physical dispersion, such as bars, and for simulating
nonlinear systems [65].

Inverting a modelis anotherchallengingproblem. Over the years,
people get more and more convincedby the necessity ofcarefully
tuning the inputparameters ofamodel. With therecent development
ofpattern recognition techniques, musical acousticiansnow have
tools at their disposal for extracting pertinent values of input
parameters from real or synthetic signals [66]. Preliminary work
shows promising results but further studies are needed for
improving thepercentageof correctextractedvalues. Optimization
methods are also becoming more and more popular in musical
acoustics. Such mathematicalmethodsare widely used inmechanics
for a largevariety ofapplications, such as car andplane design, and
for shape optimization in dynamical problems. The basic idea is to

find a mathematical function, subjected to a given number of
constraints, which fits imposed criteria. Such techniqueshavebeen
recently applied to simple models ofpiano synthesis [67].
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Perception
Simulated instrumenttones arerecognized as appropriate toolsfor
conducting psychoacoustical experiments. These experiments can
be focused on the quality ofa given instrument, like in thework by
H. Wright on guitars,for example [68]. More generally, a modelof
an instrument can be used for obtaining a variety of sounds that
could neverbeheard in the realworld. However,since the model is
based onphysics, the virtual sounds seem to be real. Fanciful
instruments, such as guitarswith a cavity of 1000liters,for example,
can be simulated, which yield plausible sounds although this
instrumentis by no meansplayable. Such artificialsounds can also
help in gaininginsight into our perception of objects. Recently,
Roussarie et al. usedmodelsofxylophone bars and freelysuspended
plates for investigatingthe connectionbetween dampingparameters
and our perception of timbre [69]. In 1990, a short study was
conducted atKTH in order to test a guitar model. People were
asked if they couldrecognize a synthetic guitar from otherplucked
string instruments(harp, lute, celloplayedpizzicato, etc.). The result
was clearlyin favor of theguitar, which tends to validatethemodel
[70].

CONCLUSION
The current situation with respect to numerical simulations of
stringed instruments is characterized by "broadband" activity.
Depending on both scientific background and personal taste of
researchers, various aspects of the problems are emphasized:
physical modeling, experiments, numerical analysis, signal
processing, and computer music. Examples given in this paper
indicate that advances in one of these fields are highly dependent
on newresults in others.As a consequence, thepresentationhas not
beenrestrictedto the state-of-the-artin sound synthesis only, but
also on significantprogressin otherfields ofmusicalacoustics that
mightsteer the future developmentof simulations.

Makingpredictions is a hazardous task, whichis strongly influenced
by thepersonal viewsof thewriter. Conscious of this risk, I would
like to conclude by highlighting some topics that deserveintensive
efforts,in order to improve the quality ofnumericalsimulations.In
recent years, our knowledge about wind instruments has been
significantlyincreaseddue to closerconnections to fluid dynamics.
It can be expected that promotinglinks between musicalacoustics
and solidmechanics will shed newlight on thebehaviorofstring
andpercussion musical instruments. Research on materials,friction
and nonlinear dynamics, among other topics, couldbenefit from
such collaboration. Joint research projects with the applied
mathematicscommunityshould also help in developing 3-D and
nonlinear models ofsound and vibration,optimizationprograms,
and analysis tools. Returning to the question of sound quality, it
seems thatwork remains to be doneforreproducing thevarious
sources of "noise", which are intrinsic parts of musical sounds.
Linearmodels can onlyreproduce the harmoniccontent ofsounds
and, by extension, shock pulses thatcan be definedby a sum of
damped sinusoids. Developing physical and/or statisticalmodels

for describing nonlinearphenomena involvedin the excitationof
strings would help to improve the realism of sounds. From the
point ofviewofthe listener,otherissues are ofinterest.Itis probably
meaningless to model 3-D sound fields if theresults ofsimulations
are heard through one or two membranes of loudspeakers.
Preliminary listening tests tendto show that the ear is sensitive to
the adequate spatial reproduction ofsound from a given source.
Therefore, research activitiesin thefield of3-Dsound reproduction
ofsimulated instruments shouldbe pursued. Finally, each of us,
listening to a concert of a solo violin, for example, has had the
experience of "robustness"of tone quality, although both player
and listener are continuously moving head andbody during the
performance. This should make us reconsider some definitions of
timbre, sound power and directivity, for example, in order to
account for timeandspatial averaging ofsound fields corresponding
to a musicalsituation. ■ CASJ
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ABSTRACT
Areview is given ofrecentapplications ofmodernoptical techniques
to visualize structural vibrations and sound fields in musical
instruments.The advantage ofoptical techniques in this contextis
that they give animage of the measuredquantitywithoutdisturbing
the measurements.The techniques considered are usuallyreferred
to as TV holography (also called Digital or Electronic Speckle
PatternInterferometry,abbreviatedESPI orDSPI),phase modulated
TV holography, pulsed TV holography (pulsed holographic
interferometry)and scanningLaser DopplerVibrometry (LDV).

INTRODUCTION
In the late 60ies I was a PhD-s*udent at Physics II at the Royal
Institute of Technology, KTH, Stockholm Sweden, working for
Prof. Ingelstam on localisationofinterferencefringes in hologram
interferometry. I had the good fortune to be supervised by Karl
Stetson and someother distinguishedresearchers at the Instituteof
OpticalResearch atKTH. I also met Erik Jansson,PhD-studentin

Figure 1. ErikJanssonpreparingpulsed holographic interferometry
experiments withvertical impulse excitationofa violinat the bridge
[19,20]. Comparefigs 3, 4.

musical acoustics. I came to knowGeorg Bolin, Harry Sundin and
some other instrumentmakers.We startedin somewhatdifferent
constellations to makeexperiments with guitars, trebleviols,and
violins,exploring the possibilities of holographic interferometry
methods. In 1971 Imovedto thenewlystartedLuleaUniversity of
Technologyin northern Swedenandit tookanotherten years until
I had access to a decent optical laboratory again. My cooperation
withErik Janssonrestarted and has continuedeversince. Optical
metrologyhas developed alot since the late 60ies. Our collaboration
gave us the opportunity to test new ideas and inventions in the
optical field to musicalacoustics.

In the following, a reviewis givenofoptical measuring methods for
instrument vibrations, and sound visualization. An attempt to
summarize the methods and to show when and where they are
applicable, is given in Table 1. The principles andpros and cons of
optical methodsfor sound visualizationare discussed.

Table 1. Optical methods to visualisevibrationsand sound fields
in musical instruments. Bold numbers indicate method (see
page 26). References are indicatedby numbers in squarebrackets.

Transient,
Staticor slow Harmonic Repetitive

fast,

dynamic
quasi-static variations sequences events

Plates, 1 1,2,4 3,4 3
Blanks [4, 27] [2,5,31-32] [43] [18, 21-22]

Instrument 1 1,2,4 3,4 3
Bodies [4] [3,4, 16,33-37] [20, 43-45] [19-20, 47]

Sound Fields: 2,4 3,4 3
Standing Waves [23, 38-40]

ound Fields: 2,4 3,4 3
'ropagating [26, 40-42] [46] [24-25, 48-50]
<7aves
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FROM PLATE TO BODY-VIBRATIONS, FROM
HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY TO TV HOLOGRAPHY

In 1968 Stetson [1] suggested hologram interferometryas a tool to
study vibrations of fiddles and other stringed instruments. The
technique was applied at KTH in Stockholm to study plate
resonances [2] ofa trebleviol and to design an improved instrument.
Reinecke and Cremer [3] reported of the use of hologram
interferometryfor the studyof theviolin.Janssonet al [4] reported
aboutresonances of aviolin bodystudiedduring differentsteps of
making. A violinmaker(Sundin) made theviolin andin thisway we
had a craftsmanand two specialists in acoustics and optics in a joint
project. The violin endedup as a "standardgood instrument"and
we increased ourexperience of the violinand the influence ofit
parts. The techniquewas also usedin a study ofthe guitar topplate
[s]. One such vibration modewas in 1971 used as a Christmas card
at the department and was spread around the world. Obviouslythis
interferograminterestedpeople not onlyin themusical acoustic
domainanditwas publishedin many newspapers andbooks around
world. A similar experiment from thisperiod is shown in Figure 2,
where the influence ofdifferentbracings schemes in a guitarwas
investigated. The coupling of stringvibrationsto modes2 and 3 was
investigatedwhen "inclined" nodal lines were used insteadof the
usual, horizontal,verticalones.

Hologram interferometryproved to be an excellenttool for the
study ofharmonicvibrations but the technique at that timealso had
itsdrawbacks. The veryinformativebut time-consuming real-time
holographic techniquewithphotographic plates was necessary to
usebefore time-average holograms couldberecorded, developed
and reconstructed. The techniqueneeded skilled experimental
personnel and good vibrationisolation. It produced high quality
interferograms that still today are outstanding compared to most
modern electronicand digital recordings. Anotherproblem was
theoften-unknownphase distributionacross the interferograms.It
was not always possible to determine the phase distribution,
because modecombinationsoccurredfrequently [6]. Itis also hard

Figure 2. Time-average interferogramsof a guitar topplate with
very inclined bracing's. Modes at 469, 369, 291, and 145 Hz
respectively. Guitarmaker Georgßolin, Stockholm, from 1969.

to find a way to hold the instrumentwithoutrigid body translations
androtations during theexperiments, since such motions disturb
the measurements. Incorrect boundary conditions, holding it too
tight or at wrong places, introduce disturbed and easily
misinterpretedvibrationpatterns.

In theearly 1970'5, speckle methods (the graininess seen in laser
illuminatedobjects) wereinvestigated. First a speckleinterferometer
for real-time observationwith the eye as detector [7,8] was used.A
camera lens and a TV-vidicon as light sensitive medium soon
replaced the eye. Analogue electronicfiltering technique was used
and the method was called Electronic Speckle Pattern
Interferometry(ESPI) [9-11]. Advantages with this all-electronic
newtechniquewas that itwas fast and quite simple to use,it allowed
"as if" real-timeobservation (updatingat TV-rate,25 or 30 Hz) and
that allkinds ofelectronicdeviceslike recorders, filters,modulators
etc. couldbe introduced.Drawbackswerenoisy, grainy, speckled
interferograms with a quality far from that achieved with
photographic plates. Phase became easier to study when phase
modulationof thereference beam was introduced, firstwith mirrors
mountedon a loudspeakermembrane[12-14] thenwith mirrors on
a piezoelectric crystal and other electro-opticdevices [15].

The nextbig step camewiththe CCD-cameraand the frame grabber.
This gave direct access to standard digital software and image
processing possibilities of the PC-computer [15]. Quantitative
measurements became feasibleusing phase stepping algorithms
andphase modulation.Fibre optics andpiezoelectric devicesalso
made the systems smaller, moreversatile and easier to use.

Out-of-plane vibrationsofinstrumentwallsweremost often studied
[2-5] but in-plane motions of the instrumentsalso have to be taken
into account. In [16], theviolinbody, in a section through theviolin
at thebridge, is describedas an "almostelliptical tube with flat
ends"where the archingof the top andbackplates gives theelliptical
shape and the ribs cuts off the ellipse at the short-sides. Modal
shapes ofsuch a body have nodaldiameters through the "tube"
(compare with thenodal diametersofa bell [17]). In the important
500 Hz range oftheviolin thenumberofnodal diametersincrease
from 2 to 3 and they can be arrangedboth symmetrically and in
inclinedangles. Therefore to describetheviolinbodynumerically,
it must be treated as a shell structure withboth top and back plates
and theribs etc. acting together as an entity. For the "breathing
mode", when both plates essentially movesoutwards, therewill be
in-plane motions along therim of the plates and theribs willmove
inwards when the plates move outwards. The sound post
complicates the description even more since it introduces an
unsymmetricalelementto the structure.

TRANSIENTS IN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Double-pulsed holographicinterferometry(predecessor to the all-
electronicvariant,pulsedTV holography, indicatedas 3 in Tablel)
with, for instance a doublepulsedruby laser as light source is used
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to study transients. The shortexposure time (~20 ns) "freezes"
even fast mechanical motions and records them as if they were
stationary.Elliptical bending wavepropagation [18] inan impacted
spruce plate blank for a guitarand in a "free" violin top and back
plate demonstratedthe influence of anisotropy ofwood. It was
apparent that the elliptical wave front of the bending waves
resembledtheratio oflength and cross dimensionsof theviolin,i.e.
there are strongreasons whytheviolin is made "elliptical".

Randomly exposed interferogramsat steady handbowing of the
violin at different strings showed interesting results [20]. The
experiments were surprisingly easy to perform. A played note at
the E-string, at say 2000 Hz, has a fundamentalperiod timeof 500 |Is.
Setting the timebetweenthe doublepulses 200 jXsandby firing the
first pulse randomly, there should be fair chance that one of the
forced vibration modes(an operational deflection shape, ODS)
should beregistered. Such arecording is shown inFigure 3. Choosing
other time

differences,

other ODSs willdominate. With repeatable
sequences (using a bowing machine), triggering of the laser
exposuresis manageable, allowing the study ofallparts ofthe whole
sequence. Such an experimentis still to beperformed. Alternatively,
scanning laser dopplervibrometry can be used.

In twopapers [19, 20], a complete violinwas impacted horizontally
and vertically at the topof thebridge (seeFigures 1,4). Interferograms
ofboth thefront and theback plates show howthe bending waves
propagated. The bridgewas shown to transferhorizontal forces
into a coupleofforces at thebridge feet which then developedinto

a non-symmetric dipole in thetop plate. Verticalforces as in Figure
4, gave a pair offorces at thebridge feet, acting "inphase" creating
something more like a monopole. The area between thef-holes is
an effectivesound emitter.The sound post gave a strong initial
excitation to theback plate, acting moreas (also non-symmetric)
monopole.

In [21] a theoreticaldescription ofbendingwavepropagation in
anisotropic plates is given. The calculated transient in-plane
behaviour of a violin bridge was compared to the measured
behaviour in [22]. Quite differenttime-historieswere found for
horizontalandvertical stringvibrations,respectively.

"TO SEE THE SOUND"
The "trick" to visualize sound fields with interferometricmethods
is to realize that thesemethods record the change in opticalphase,
AQ,or the timederivative("thephase velocity")ofthe same quantity
inLaserDoppler Velocimetry, LDV. The optical phase changeis
thechange of theproduct ofrefractive index,n, the geometrical
path lengthL and the wavenumberk (here assumed to be constant),
that is:

(1)

The wave number is k= 2%fk, where X is the laser wavelength
assumedto be constant. The twoparts, nAL andLAn both represent
a change in optical path length. AL is the geometric path length
change.

Figure 3. Operational deflection shape at steadily hand bowing
(byJansson) oftheE-string stoppedat about 1/3(-2000 Hz), 0,2 ms
betweenthepulses, the firstone randomly fired [20].

Figure4. Doublepulsed interferogramof travelingbendingwaves
in a violin top impacted at thebridge [20]. Compare the setup shown
in figure 1 . The V-shaped strings with thesmallimpactorare hitting
theleft topside of thebridge.

AQ=A(knL) =k(n AL+LAn)
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Figure 5. Part of an interferometerfor sound field measurements.
Thereflector is arigid steelplate. The simplified measuringvolume
is assumedto have anincreasedindexofrefractionofAnrelative to
the surroundings and a traversingpath lengthofL.

Since an increased air density or airpressure give an increased
refractive index, the "trick to see the sound" is simply to keep the
measuring distance L constant, AL=O, and insteadlet the indexof
refractionvary along L in a measuring volume.Figure 5 illustrates
the measuringprinciple ofa transparentobject, for instance a sound
field. The optical and electronic parts, of the interferometric
instruments,are situatedto the left and not shown in thefigure.
Laser light, illumination and object beams, travel through the
measuringvolumeto and from therigid reflector along almost the
samepath to the measuring unit.For TV holographymethods, the
light rays shown are justoneexample ofallrays that simultaneously
traverses the measuring volume (fieldmethods) but for scanning
LDV, the measurements are performed for oneray at a time and
then "scannedor moved"to thenextmeasuringpoint.

For simplicity, it is nowassumed that inside the measuringvolume
oflength L in Figure 5, the indexofrefraction is increased by An.
Since the light (rapidly!) passes twice, the totaloptical path change
is:

m
IfAn is varying alongL (which is themost common situation) then
eq. (2) shouldbereplaced with the integratedproduct along the
rays.

The change inrefractive index,An,with soundpressure orair density
is howeverquite smalland thereforethe measuring sensitivity must
be highand/or theprobing path lengthL long.An illustrationof the
dependenceuponpath length is shown in Figure 7 top andbottom
[23]. It is the same refractive index/standingwavesound pressure
distribution in both figures but the measuring length in the
rectangular box in thebottomfigure is three times aslong. Therefore
more fringes are seenin thebottom figure.

In TV holography, (also in ESPI or DSPI) high sensitivity is
accomplished by a phase modulation technique, where the
interferometer is arranged to have a working pointwhere it has its
highest sensitivity [12]. This technique also registers the phase
distribution; see the blackline inFigure 7. On the otherhand this

technique limits the measuring range to small, <0.1 JLlm,
amplitudes. Also it is easier to measure sound fields at higher
frequencies (kHzrange) since thewavelength ofthe soundwaves at
low frequencies gets long whichrequires large fields ofview for the
optical system.

Therefractive indexis related to theair density,p, by the Gladstone-
Dale equation:

(3)

The Gladstone-Daleconstantis K= 0.227* 10"3 m3/kg for air at the
laser wavelength A.= 532 nm at room temperature. Assuming
adiabatic conditions for air, therelations between density and air
pressurep, is:

(4)

wherey=(C /Cv) is the adiabaticconstant definedby the quotient
between the heat capacities at constant pressure and constant
volume. By combining the last three equations a quantitative
measure ofp is possible to obtain.InFigure 6 the transient sound
field outsidean impactedcantileverbeam is depicted, [24, 25]. The
maximum sound pressure in the spherical part of the wave is
calculated to be high, about 140 dB. It is interesting to see that
bendingwavesin thebeam acts as supersonic sound sources creating

Figure 6. A cantileversteelbeam 1x30x190mm clamped at the
bottom with its lmm-sidetowards the vieweris impacted from the
right, at the 30 mm-top side, by an air gunbullet at about 100m/s.
The projected sound field is visualised by pulsed holographic
interferometry,0.230 ms after impact start. Supersonic bendingwaves
travels down thecantileverand creates "bowwaves"moving faster
than the spherical wave centred at the impactpoint. Heat effects
from the deformedleadbullet can also be seenabove the impact
point. The bulletbefore impact is seen as the dark spot to theright.

AQ=2kLAn,

n-l=Kp

(P/Po) =(P/Po)Y
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a pattern looking like a "bowwave". It differs however in that this
one has opposite phase on each side of thebeam. Sound fields
generated by reflectedbending wavesat the clamped end at the
bottommoving upwards are also seen. Different materialsinbeams
will give sound patterns with different"bowangles" and maybe,
this is one reason why we can distinguish between different
impacted materialswith our hearing.

Onthe other hand, if the changein indexofrefractionin the outside
air can beneglectedand when there is a change in geometrical path
length ofAL caused by a deformationor a vibration of theobject
(the "reflector"in Figure 5) an optical path change of

AQ=2nAT,is

generated. Figure2-4 showexamples ofsuch interferogramswhere
the interferencefringes canbe thoughtofas iso-amplitude contours.
The reason why thegenerated sound field often canbe neglected in
such cases is that the probing light rays arepassing towards the
object through bothmax-and min- sound fields,which addup to
close to zerototaloptical phase change.

Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometry hasrecently been applied by
Zipseretal [46] to record vortexesand sound fields (see the Internet
address: www.htw-dresden.de/fe/zipser/zi_vibro.htm for
interesting, animatedmeasuredwavepropagations).

SIMULTANEOUS RECORDING OF BODY VIBRATIONS AND
SOUND FIELDS
Of special interest is the recording of vibration modes and the
corresponding internaland/or externalsound fields. One way to
do this is to use a reciprocity procedure [26-27] where the sound
intensity directivity distribution for a violin is studied. The
measuring microphone is replaced by a loudspeakersignal and the
corresponding vibrationamplitude of theviolinbody is measured.

A future project could be: Installaphase modulated TV holography
system in a "silent laboratory" and combine modal reciprocity
measurements with acousticalonesto study thecoupling ofsoundpressure
in air andinstrument vibrations.

Figure 7. A transparent,rectangular, box 5 x3xl dm,with an aerial
standing wave(often called (2,0,0)) alongit's longest side is shown
in twoperspectives. The black line shows the measuredphase along
thex-axis.Recorded by phase modulatedTV holography [23].

Anotherideais demonstratedin [23] whereboth the standing aerial
inside theaircavity andthecorresponding Operational Deflection
Shapes (ODSs) in thewalls are visualized. InFigure 8, the same air
mode as in Figure 7, is seen in lowerpart of the image. The
transparentsound box is now, in its upper half,painted matwhite.
The operational deflection shape (ODS) wasregistered withTV
holography when thewalls of thebox are excitedin the sameway
as the standing aerialwavewas excited (but atmuch lower sound
pressure). It is clear that thealternating internal sound pressure
generateshighvibration amplitudes in the walls,which seems to be
a combination ofseveralplate modes that in turn generateexternal
sound. A drawback is that to record theaerialmodes high sound
pressures are necessary, far to high to be used whenthe structural
modes are measured with TV holography. A numerical violin
modelincluding the enclosed air is testedin [39] and it describes
the measuredbehaviourquitewell.

A bigger future project: The results in [39] support the idea that it is
timeto make a complete FE- or othernumericalmodelthat includes
both the air and the structure. Numericalexperiments to investigate the
influence of materialparameters, the soundpostposition, thickness
distribution, arching etc. couldbeperformed andvalidatedusing optical
andacoustical methods. In [28,29] a violinplate is optimised (in a FE-
model) with respect to modalshape andfrequency withplate thickness or
arching materialparametersasparameters. Such optimisationmethods
together with validating optical and acousticalmeasurements might
improveour understanding of the mechanicsand acoustics of the violin.

A SURVEY OF SOME MODERN OPTICAL METHODS USED
IN MUSICAL ACOUSTICS
Four temporalregions are ofmain interest: static or quasi-static
(slow) events, harmonic (single frequency) vibrations,repeated
(often multi-frequency-) sequences and transients (fast dynamic
events often theresponse at thestart orat the end ofan excitation).

Four spatial'domains ofinterestare: static deformations,vibration
modes(amplitude distributionandphase) in plates orofthewhole
instrumentbody as wellas internalsound fields ("standing waves"

Figure 8. As in figure 5 in the lowerhalf. The upperpart shows the
correspondingwallvibration (ODSs) excitedin the same way as
the internalsound fieldbut at much lower amplitudes.
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inside the sound box) and external travelling sound field
distributions.

Fourmodern optical (all—electronic) methodsto visualisevibrations
and sound fields are:

1. TV holography (also calledDSPI orESPI, Digital/Electronic
Speckle Pattern Interferometry) is used for "real-time"
observation and time average recording of quasi-static or
harmonicevents. Continuous lasers are used to illuminate the
object. The technique is a modern, all—electronic, versionof
holographic interferometry (allowingreal-time, time—average
and double-exposure hologram interferometry) and it allows
quantitativefield measurements.

2. Phasemodulated TVholography for the measurement ofsmall
(< 0.5 Urn) vibrationamplitudes andphase distributions,also
used for amplitude andphase measurements of sound fields
(transparent "phase" objects).

3. Pulsed TV holography (also called pulsed holographic
interferometry) makes use ofdouble or multiple pulsed lasers
for object illumination. It is used to measure transient wave
propagationinboth solid and transparentobjects.

4. Scanning LaserDoppler Vibrometry (LDV) also calledDoppler
interferometrymeasuresvelocity fields and scan a measuring
point across the object [30]. This"measuringpoint"can thought
ofas a movable,weight-less "accelerometer"allowing ordinary
software for modal analysis to be applied. A restriction is
however that the sequencesrecordedmust be repeatable. It's
high sensitivity withoutbeing influenced by disturbances are
greatadvantages.

Figure 9. Baritone guitar phasemap at 262 Hz of the(0,l)-mode
measured using phase modulatedTV holography by Rossing,
Engstrom [36]. Compare with thevibration amplitude distribution
of third modein fig. 2, this time withoutinclined bracings. The
phase around the sound hole is opposite (p radians) to the area at
theright of thebridge.

A first attempt to give an overviewof thesemethods 1-4 is given in
table 1. Please note that many otherreferences could be included
in table 1,for example, compare Fletcher, Rossing, [17].

SOME ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
METHODS 1-4
In methods 1-4above, it is the integrated sound field (integrated
optical phase change along the probing light ray) of a three-
dimensionaldistribution that is presented as a two-dimensional
image. To obtain full volume information, tomographic
reconstructionscan be made[40, 50]. These methods are usually
arranged to measure the out-ofplane deformationor velocity
component, or the component along or close to the line ofsight.
They can howeverbe rearranged optically to measurein-plane
deformationcomponents.

METHOD 1 —TV HOLOGRAPHY
Rather small vibration amplitudes, down to about 0.05 )Llm are
measured. Larger amplitudes than about 25 fringes (which
corresponds to about2.5 (J.m) across theCCD-censor can get hard
to resolve. The measuringsystem is quite sensitive to environmental
disturbances anda vibration isolated optical table is recommended.
Single frequency excitation for vibration studies and two-step
loading for quasi-static measurementsare used. Sound fields canbe
measuredbut quite high airpressures areneeded. Fora 10 cm deep
sound field a 148 dB sound field is necessary to record the first
black fringe, which corresponds to vibrationamplitudes ofabout
0.2 Um. Quantitative values are obtainedusing phase stepping and
phase unwrapping techniques. A great advantage in musical
acoustics is that the system works "as if inreal time, which means
that one can easily change the excitationorclamping orwhatever
in theexperiment and achievenewresult almost immediately. Phase
modulationof thereference beam is ofgreathelp in the study (of
thephase) ofmodalpatterns.

METHOD 2 — PHASE MODULATED TV HOLOGRAPHY
InphasemodulatedTV holography the sensitivity is increased about
50 times compared to ordinaryTV holography. For the above 10
cm probing length thenecessarysoundpressure is reduced to about
114 dB. This is accomplished by introducing a phase modulation,
whichbrings the working point to the most sensitive part of the
intensityversus vibration amplitude curve.The price to pay is that
process takes some time to evaluate so in this modethe system is
not working "in real-time" and it gets even more sensitive to
environmental disturbances.

Both amplitude and phase maps are measured compareFigure 9,
which shows a phase mapofa platemode (0,1) ofa baritone guitar.

METHOD 3 — PULSED TV HOLOGRAPHY
As themethods describedabove, pulsed TVholography is an all-
electronic, fieldmeasuring, non-contacting, quantitative method.It
is however not a "real-time" method. The evaluation of
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interferograms takesa minuteor two. Main advantages are that the
recording timeis so short, inthe orderof 10ns that mostmechanical
events can be looked upon "as if " stationaryand that an optical
tableis, for the samereason,are not necessary.A doubleor multiple
exposure techniqueis used to compare different states of some
transientevent. For the study oftransientsound fields it is however
quiteuseful, evenifits sensitivity is about the same as in ordinary
TVholography. This dependsupon that nearfield transient shock
wavesusually already has a very high sound pressure in the front
wave.For instance oneblack fringe in Figure 6 corresponds to a
sound pressure ofabout 150 dB.Pulsed lasers are quite expensive
and theyemit light with very high peak powers. Protectivegoggles
must be worn.

METHOD 4 — SCANNING LASER DOPPLER
INTERFEROMETRY (LDV)
This methodis a point-by-point measuring technique.The measured
areacanbe set from a computer to cover selectedparts of the object
in a suitablenumberofmeasuringpoints. Smallvibration amplitudes
downto the sub- nm-range, smaller thanwithphase modulatedTV
holography, can be measured. Themeasuring timein each point
must thereforebe longenough,several timesequencesof the exciting,
multi-frequency,repetitive time signal. A signal, for instance from
a microphone or accelerometer at the object, is necessary to get the
relativephasebetween successive measuringpoints. The system
measures velocity fields for ordinarysolid objects and the time
derivative of the optical phase change for phaseobject. The moving,
vibrating objectacts as avibrating light reflector and givesa Doppler
shift to theoptical frequencyof the illuminating beam. A heterodyne-
technique is then used to detect the Doppler shiftwithhigh accuracy.
Special equipmentlike vibration-isolatedtables is not necessary to

use since it is thevelocitysignal that is measuredand unwanted and
slowlyvaryingdisturbances can be filtered out. Onegreatadvantage
is that ordinarymodal analysis canbe applied to the signals, as the
well-developed techniques with Fourier analysis ofaccelerometer
data.Itis not a real-timesystem and constantrepetitive excitationis
necessary during thewholerecording time.A strongrequirement
for scanning measurements is that the events studied occur
repeatedly, so thatrepetition conditions exist in every scanning
point.

A FUTURE (?) METHOD: REFRACTIVE INDEX FIELDS
DETERMINED BY DEFOCUSED SPECKLE CORRELATION
The equipment neededin methods 1-4 above, is quite expensive
and sometimesalso quite complicated to use. The users mostly are
researchers/engineers at universitiesand in industries.Simpler and
cheapermethods are lookedfor.

A much less expensive method, but maybe more difficult to

understandfor an optical non-specialist, is a newlyproposed method
based upon defocused specklephotography, which at the moment
is being investigated at our lab. The ideais thatwhen laser light
passes through for instance a sound field itwill, as describedabove,

notonly experience a phase shift but it willalsobe deviated, that is
be given a newpropagationdirection. Using an ordinary CCD—
camera, the corresponding speckle deviation can be measured in
planes in front of, at and behind the phase object, thatis at defocused
recording planes. Using specklecorrelation, this speckle deviation
can be measured in several planes. This is possible since laser
speckles existin all space.They dohowevernot look the same in all
planes and they carry somewhat differentinformationiftheyare
focused or not. From this it is expected thatwe can calculatewhere
in space and how strongthese refractiveindex gradients are. This
ideahas been confirmedso far for some simple cases (i.e. a weak
lens and He-jet in air). Wewill report about this morein detail in
later issues ofCASJ. One drawback might be that the sensitivityof
this methodis low but this has to be further investigated.

CONCLUSIONS
Opticalmetrology continues to growin importanceto scientists,
engineers and violinmakers and others interestedin the mechanics
and acoustics (the physics) of musical instruments. With a
combinationofnumericalmodels thatincludes theinfluence ofthe
air and optical methods to validate the model, numerical
experiments can be performed thatwill giveus moreinformation
ofimportant parametersof the instruments. Reciprocity methods
can be of great help in the validation of the model. The model
parameters caneffectivelybe adjusted for instance alongthe schemes
reported in [47]. The structure can be optimised with respect to
material parameters, thickness, arching orboundary conditions
with measuredmodalshapes and frequencies as goals. Correlation
speckle methods might latergetmoredeveloped and cheaper to
buy in the future. The future for optical metrology in musical
acoustics looksbright.
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Simple Models as a Basis for Guitar Design

Bernard E. Richardson
Department ofPhysics and Astronomy, Cardiff University

PO Box 913, Cardiff CF24 3YB UK

INTRODUCTION of a Torres-style guitar soundboard. As in reference [I], this
particular soundboard was attached to immobilisedribs and is
shown here with no backing cavity. The Torres fan-strutting
configuration is shown in Figure 2. The modehierarchy observed
on guitar soundboards has much in commonwith the modes ofa
simple rectangular or ovalplate. The cross-grain struts eitherside
of the soundhole (the "harmonicbars"), the fan struts and thebridge
each contrive to add stiffness to the thin plate, providing sufficient
static rigidity to resist undue deformationof the soundboard from
thetorque exerted at the bridge whilstproviding sufficient dynamic
flexibilityto assist inradiating energy (in the formofsound) from
the vibrating strings. The basicrelationships between the modal
vibrations and thestrutting configurations are self-evident. Major
discontinuities in the stiffness of the plate-at theharmonic bars

The first serious analysis of thevibrational modes of theguitarwas
undertakenbyErikJansson in 1971 [I]. Inthis paper, Jansson shows
holographic interferogramsof thefirst five modes ofvibrationofa
guitar soundboard, speciallymade for the experimentby theSwedish
guitarmaker GeorgeBolin, and describes experimental techniques
for therobust identification ofmode frequencies and Q-values using
purely acoustical measurements. The soundboardwas fixed atits
edges and had no backing cavity (the aircavity normally created
behind the soundboard by theribs and back plate) so thevibrations
wereuncomplicated by theircoupling to air modes. In a subsequent
paper [2],Jansson investigated the air modes (internalstandingwaves)
of a guitar-shaped cavity. These twopapers effectivelylaid the
foundationfor laterinterpretationsof the complexvibrations ofthe
wholeinstrument.

Figure 1. The first four modesofvibration ofa guitar soundboard,
visualized usingholographic interferometry, and theirresonance
frequencies. The plate was strutted using a standardTorres system
(Configuration II) andis shownhere with fixedribs andnobacking
cavity. Modes are categorised as (m ,n) where m and n are the
number of "half-waves"across and along the plate. Data from
Lewney[4] .

Inreference [I], Janssonnotes thepotentialwhich modevisualisation
offers the maker and states that "From these hologram
interferograms it can be estimated how a change in a plate will
change the modes, i.e. the interferograms can tellan instrument
builderwhat to change for a desiredresult". The issues of "quality
control" or determining therelationships between construction
and sound areextremely difficultandremain an on-goingproblem.
However, throughpatient interactionbetween makers, players and
scientists,Janssonlaid the foundations of sensibleworkingcriteria
for the acoustical requirements of guitars, some of which are
presented inreference [3].

As a youngresearch studentin the late seventies, theauthor derived
much inspiration fromErik Jansson's work on guitars and violins.
This led to the setting-up ofour ownholographic system and in the
longer term to the establishmentof a research group at Cardiff
dedicatedprimarily to understanding the acoustics of the classical
guitar. The purpose of this paper, in line with the sentiments
expressedinJansson'searlywork, is to presentsome simplemodels
which mightbe usedby makers to make "informed choices" during
the design and constructionofan instrument.

THE TORRES LEGACY
The general dimensions, shape, string length, design and
constructionof themodernclassicalguitarowemuch to thehighly
influentialwork ofthenineteenth-CenturySpanish maker Antonio
Torres (1817-1892). Figure 1 shows thefirst four vibrational modes

c) (1,2) 393 Hz d) (3,1) 521 Hz
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Figure 2. Fundamental mode(1,1) of the soundboard for each of
five configurations: IITorres, 111Lattice, V Ramirez, VIRadial and
VIIExtendedTorres (the numbering system is for consistency with
other experimentalworkin progress). Note that amplitudes are
chosen arbitrarily. Data fromLewney[4].

Table 1. Mode frequencies in Hz for various soundboard
configurations. Data from Lewney[4].

vi vnMode/Config II VEI

andbridge - tend to pin the positions ofeithernodes or antinodes.
In the low-ordermodes shownhere, the wavelengths of the structural
vibrationsare comparatively large, so the precise layout of the fan
strutting is not important. Figure 2 and Table 1 show modeshapes
and mode frequencies from a small range of other strutting
configurations in current use. Note that theseexperiments were
conducted on the same plate - only the internal strutting
configurations changedfrom oneexperiment tothenext. It is clear
from the modesshown here (and from thosenot shown) that the
changes in mode shapes are relatively subtle but that there is
considerablevariationin mode frequency. As suggested byJansson,
the trendsin the changes in modefrequency canbe readily predicted.
For example, adding lateralbars, as in Configurations 111 andVI,
has a profound effect on modes that involve significantbending
across the width of the plate (e.g. the (2,1) and (3,1) modes).
Conversely, the discontinuity in the struts near the bridge in
Configuration VI reduces the stiffness of theplate and noticeably
lowers the frequency of the (1,1) mode. Itis clear, therefore, that
mode frequencies canbe "tuned"relative to oneanotherby suitable
design of the struttingpattern, and that to a lesserextent, the strutting
configuration influences the mode shapes.

The following sections introduce some simple physical models
that canbeused to reflecton the issues ofmodetuning and ofmode-
shape manipulation. Each gives a littleinsight into guitar design,
some ofwhich is intuitivelyobvious, some ofwhich is not.

Calculating the modes ofvibration ofguitars is difficultbecause
wood is anisotropic, the shape of the instrumentis mathematically
complex, and the struts, bars and bridge are difficult to incorporate
into a model. Whilst techniques such as finite elementanalysis
allow accurate predictions to be made of mode shapes and
frequencies, it is sometimesbetter toworkwith moresimple models
with analyticalsolutions. This is theapproach taken here.

The simplest approximation to thefundamental modeofa guitar
soundboard is obtainedby modelling the lowerbout as a circular
plate with a diameterroughly the width of the guitar. Further
simplifications assume that the plate is made from an isotropic
material and that it is unstrutted and ofuniform thickness. These

TUNING THE FUNDAMENTAL MODE

(1,1) 176 238 181 150 175
(2,1) 267 427 295 301 264
(1,2)
(3,1)

393
521

386
880

374
553

345
690

388
507
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simplifications contrive to make themaths manageable. It turns
out that theboundary conditionis important. In this first model, it
is assumed that the plate is clamped at the edges such that its
displacementand slope at theboundary areboth zero (this is actually
a good approximationfor many of the modes observed in real
guitars). Solutions for the mode shapes and mode frequencies are
given in many textbooks. The modes of this circular, isotropic
plate share manyof the characteristicsofmodesobserved inguitars.

The fundamentalmodeofa thin, circularplate clamped at its edges
is shown in Figure 3(a). The frequency of themodeis givenby

(Equation 1)

where h is the thickness of the plate, a is its radius and p is its
volume density. Eand v are theYoung's modulus and Poisson
ratiorespectively (the latter is usually about0-3 and canbe ignored
in these discussions). The subscript (01) refers to the mode
designation: zero diametricalnodal lines and one circumferential
node (in this case at theedge only).

Talk of "tuning" modes implies that there is some preferred
resonance frequency for these (and other) modes, and, indeed, a
good deal of the scientific literature implies that mode tuning can
be used for quality control. However, it is clear thatmodetuning in
isolationis not sufficient,but it is worthnoting that conventional
guitar-making practice usually places the fundamentalwithin a
semitone ortwoofa "standard"position. In theensuing discussions,
it would be easy to argue that allowing thefundamentalfrequency
to fall might be advantageous, but significant departure from the
meancan give an uncharacteristicguitar sound. There are also
arguments for keeping this modefrequencyrelatively high. A high
fundamentalensures that the higher bending modesof the plate are
wellspaced throughout theplaying range of the instrumentand
helpsreduce the effects of over-coupling ofstring modes. Recent
work at Cardiffhas, however, identifiedotherparameters thatwe
consider more important than mode frequencies (such as the
effectivemasses ofmodes as discussedlater).

". . . the string more easily drives a loweffective
mass. "

Equation 1 immediately identifies the mechanismsby whicha guitar
makercan control the frequency of the fundamentalmode. The
initial choice of materials determines £and p, whereas overall
design (the outline shape of the guitar) determinesthe radius a.
According to this equation,once theseare fixed, it leavesvariations
in the thickness h as the only control mechanism for tuning the
mode.

Assuming thatthere is some specific modetuningin mind, thefour
variables (E, p, a and h) offer considerableflexibilityin design. For
example, low-density wood or a smallerbodiedinstrument could
be madewith a thinnersoundboard—andit begs the question as to
whetherthereare"optimum" orpreferredvaluesfor these quantities.
Before considering these design variables,it is necessaryto introduce
two furtherequations.

ACOUSTIC MERIT OF MODES
The function of the modes of the body is to act as "mediators"
between the vibrating strings (which supply energy) and the
surrounding air (in which sound waves are set up and energy is
propagated to the listener). There are lots of subtleties in the
relationships between the strings and the body andbody modes
and their radiation field which will not be dealt with here, but
important aspects of thefunction of thebody can be explored by
examining the volume of air displaced by the body while it is
vibrating and also the easewith which thebody can be drivenby
the string. The latteris summarised by determining the effective
massofthebody at the driving point (assumed to be the centre of the
plate in this particular case). The effectivemass is theequivalent
mass that a simple mass-spring system wouldrequire to exhibit the
samevibrationalproperties as theextended mode at the driving
point. Effective masses varywiththe drivingposition, being smallest
neartheantinode and becoming verylarge nearnodes. In short, the
string more easilydrivesa low effectivemass.

The volume displaced by a modeis given by adding each of the
elementaldisplacements of theplate, which is readily expressedby
the followingintegral

(Equation2)

where lf/(x,y)is the transverse displacementof theplate at a particular
coordinateand theintegral is performed overthe wholesurface. V
is basically thevolumeunder thewire-framediagrams ofFigure 3.
In the case of the circularplate, y/(x,y)is known, but it could justas
easily bedetermined fromexperimental measurements,such as the
interferograms shown earlier. The effective mass of theplate driven
at its centre is givenby a similarintegral

(Equation 3)

Note that this time y/appears in the equation as a squared value;
this is highly significant,aswillbecomeevident. For the case ofthe
circular isotropic plate V- 0-31371 a 2 and m = 0-184% a2ph.

The ratio of V/m is a useful measure of the effectiveness of the
mode to radiateenergy from the string to its surroundings. For
these discussions theratio V/m willbe called the "acoustic merit"

'-H^fiK

V- f \f(x,y)ph dA

m= f yf(x,y)ph dA
* area
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of the mode— thisis not a standardterm, butit is useful to giveit a
name. Note that for the circular plate the acoustic merit is
proportional to 1/ph.

Returning to Equation 1,it is clear thatit is advantageous to choose
valuesofE, p, h and a which simultaneously tune themode and
maximise thevalue 1/ph. We nowhave some definite objectives
with which to work.

"It is often suggested that large plates produce
louderinstruments, but the analysis here implies
the contrary."

INFORMED CHOICES
It is immediately obvious why"tone wood"is characterised by a

high ratio oiFlp. Spruce and cedar (the twopopular choices for
guitar soundboards) offer some of the highest availablevalues of
thisratio. For a given sizeofinstrumentand a preferred tuning of
thefundamental, a high valueoilfpallowsh to be made as small as
possible thereby increasing theacousticmerit. Correct cutting of
timberis essentialfor maintaining a maximumvalue ofE(the fibres
must be parallel to the surface of theboard and therings exactly at
right angles), butof coursegrowth conditions affect bothEand p.
The equations suggest that if therewerea choicebetweenmaterial
with a high Young's modulus and high density or a lowYoung's
modulusand lowdensity (E/pbeing constant), the latterwould be
preferable as both h and P could beminimised simultaneously. In a

real guitar, the makerhas furthercontrolover thebalancebetween
"stiffness" and "mass"(the equivalent oflfp); tallfan struts usedin
conjunction with a thinplate contrive to keep the stiffness of the
plate high whilst maintaining a low density per unit area. The
lattice configuration is particularly effective in this role, and it is
small wonder thatmakers in many fine concert instruments are
keenly exploring this typeof struttingconfiguration. Unfortunately,
therelationships betweenplate thicknessand strutting height are
not so easy to investigateusing simple models.

It is often suggested that large plates produce louderinstruments,
but the analysis here implies the contrary. Note that acousticmerit
does notdependonradius,butifa is reduced, h must alsobereduced
to maintainthe same mode frequency. This is turnincreases the
acousticmerit. It maywell be that, contrary to popular opinion,
there is no acoustical advantage to enlarging the size of the
instrument. However,notethat in Equation 1 a is squared. Thus, a
10% reduction in a requires a 20% reduction in h—and the
soundboard could soon get uncomfortablythin! Thisis particularly
true ofa strutted plate. Also, if themakerdeparts a longwayfrom
"conventional size",for the samestring length, thebridgeposition
wouldmove to aless activepart of the soundboard.

SUBTLETIES -MODE SHAPE
The geometryof theplate, its boundaryconditionsand its elastic
properties uniquely define the mode shapes. In a real guitar
soundboard there is considerable choice of shape and strutting
patterns and considerablevariabilityin materialproperties— hence
there are variationsin modeshapes from oneinstrumentto another.
As typified by Figure 2, the changes in mode shape are oftenfairly
subtle. Since theeffective mass variesasw°(l//°/y/)2, wherem° and
\jfi are the effective mass and displacement amplitude at the
antinode, it is obvious that small changes in the positionsofnodal
lines whichlie close to thebridge are likelyto havea major influence
on the acoustical function of the body - the coupling reduces
dramatically whennodes fall directlyunder the string contactpoints
at the bridge. However,even subtle changes in shapesofmodes
that have antinodes near thebridge, such as the fundamental, can
have considerableimpact on theworkingsof the instrument.

Acoustic meritinvolves theratio betweenEquations 2 and 3, both
ofwhichinvolve themodeshape \j/(x,y). Because \f/(x,y)is squared
in one equation and not in theother, the acoustic meritactually
depends ony/(x,y)as well asp and h. This is best illustratedby a
specific example.

Figure 3 shows the fundamentalmodeof an isotropic plate under
twoboundary conditions:fixed (as defined previously)and "hinged".
The latter has a zero displacement at the boundarybut is free to
have a finite slope (the latter is equivalent to thefundamentalmode
ofa circularmembraneordrum skin). Thinningguitar plates around
their peripherycan induce the samesort ofmode-shapevariations.

Itis interestingto determineKand m for this secondedge constraint.
These turnout to be 0-43271 a 2 and 0*26971: tf 2 p^ respectively. It is
clear that thehingedplate is capable ofdisplacing more air — that is
very evidentfrom thefigures — but the calculationsshow that the
effective mass has also increased. Because of the squared term in
the equation £ozm andthe nature ofchanges in the modeshape, the
effective mass rises faster than the volume displacement. For

Figure 3. Fundamentalmodes ofa thin, circularplate (a) clamped
at the edges, and (b) hingedat its edges.
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equivalent geometries, the acousticalmerit ofthehinged plate falls
by about6%. From a cursory glance at thewire-frame pictures in
Figure 3 it would be very easy to make the mistake that theright-
hand figure was themore effective radiator. It is interesting to note
that these same features are apparent in Figure 2. The "mode
confinement" created by the lattice configuration produced a
particularly loweffectivemass of54 g at the centre of thebridgeas
compared with about70 g for most otherconfigurations (the radial
configuration at 88 gwas the highest). Note that these changes are
entirely theresult ofmode-shape variations—thereis virtually no
differencein thephysicalmasstsofany oftheplates.

ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS FOR STRINGED INSTRUMENTS
The modelsintroduced so far have said nothing of theresonance
characteristics of the instrument,and yet these are the most obvious
features to be observed in any measurements of the "input" or
"output" response of theguitar. Adding a measure of the damping
(Q-value) to the effectivemass, resonance frequency and volume
displacement ofeach mode allows themechanicaland acoustical
response to be predictedwith some accuracy.

Frequencyresponse curves showing the input admittance(mobility)
at thebridge and the sound pressure radiatedby a guitar are shown
in Figures 4 and 5. The peaks in the input admittance are readily
modelledby summing individualresponse functions (thevelocity
per unit driving force as a function of frequency) for each mode,
givenby

r(«)- | , Z /Q ) (Equation 4)

where is the resonance frequency andj2 the Q-value. The

simplest model for sound radiationis that for a simple source or
monopole. In this model, each modeindependently acts as a source
of sound and thepressure amplitude radiatedto a point a distancer
is givenby

4xr (Equation 5)

wherep is the density of theair and c is thevelocity ofsound. Jfis
the "monopole source strength" and is given by S((O)=AFY(C0),
where an effectivepiston areaofthemode(proportional to the
quantity introduced earlier)andFis the driving force. Inpassing,
it is veryimportant to note that Scan be positiveor negative. For
example, ifpressing in at the centre of thebridge on the(1,1) mode
reduces the volume of the source, the sameaction increasesxht
volume of the (1,2) or (3,1) modes - this is a consequence of the
modeshapes.

Two important quantities emergefrom Equations 4and 5. Equation
4 shows that peak heights in the input admittanceare given by

Figure 4. Measuredand predicted input admittance at a guitar
bridge (1st stringposition).

Frequency (Hz)

(2/mCO . The response rolls off quite quickly either side of the
resonance. Equation 5 similarly predicts peaks, but rather than
rolling off indefinitelyaboveresonance, thepressure amplitude
tends towardsa limiting value determinedby Ajm; this ratio is
basically the "acoustic merit" introduced earlier. Note thatlow-
ordermodes, particularly the(1,1), (1,2) and (3,1) modes, contribute
significantly to radiation even when driven well above their
resonance frequencies.

Again, effective masses emergeas an important controlparameter.
Low effective masses encourage strong string-body coupling and
strongradiation. However, guitarmaking is all aboutfinding the
right compromises. Oneofthe "design failures" of the guitar is that
the strings and body interactrather too strongly. As the strings tune
through a resonance peak, the motion at the bridge disturbs the
normal standing waveswe expectto see on the string, leadingto
strong inharmonicity ofradiatedpartials and extremelyrapid decays
(these are thewolfnotes ofguitars). Thus, the low^ required for
enhancedradiationmust be moderatedto tame theover-coupling.
Alternatively, thepeak height can be capped by deliberatelyraising
modefrequencies orby increasing damping (reducing the Q-value),
bothwithinreason of course. The lattermay seem arather surprising
suggestion, but damping only really plays a major role near
resonance.

Recent work at Cardiff has involved measuring the acoustic
parameters ofarange ofhigh-quality guitars as well as usingmodels
to generatetones for psychoacoustical evaluations [4, s]. This work
appears to substantiate theview that effectivemassesplay a more
important role in determining quality than mode frequencies.
Though modeplacement has animportant "local" effect on sound
quality, determining thepitch of thehighly-coloured "wolfnotes",
effectivemasses have a farmore "global"effect on the instrument's
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Figure 5. Measuredand predicted sound pressureresponse ofa
guitar. The theoreticalcurves show(a) monopole onlycontribution,
and (b) combinedmonopoleand dipole contributions.

10a)

Frequency (Hz)

b)

Frequency (Hz)

sound quality. It is especially interesting to note thatthe relative
contributions of the first four or five low-order modes maybe in
partresponsible for setting thebalancebetween"treble"and "bass"
response of the instrument, and that, because somemodesradiate
in antiphase, itmightbe advantageous at timesto discouragecoupling
between the strings and certainbody modes.

Of course, simple models must always be used with great care.
Figure s(b) showsthat a good fit to experimental datarequires both
monopole and dipole components oftheradiation. One surprising
feature is the strength and variability of the dipole components
associatedwith the (1 ,l)-type modes ofcompleted instruments.
Figure 6 shows plots of the radiationfields from the two lowest
modesofa realguitar. In the complete instrument, thefundamental
plate mode (cf. Figure la) is split into two or three resonances
because of the complex dynamics of the body shell and their
interactionwith the enclosed air cavity. In the literature, these

Figure 6. Sound fields associatedwith the two lowestmodesofa
guitar by Romanillos (No. 677 "Ea Casond" 1988) withresonance
frequencies of (a) 87 Hz and (b) 171 Hz. These two modes are
usuallyreferred to as "air resonance" and "mainbodyresonance"
in the literature. For theproduction of thesefigures, theinstrument
stands uprightwith thesoundboardfacingan observeron the left.

modesare usually describedas "monopoleradiators", butit is clear
from these figures that there is a substantial dipole contribution
pointing front to back. The net contribution of the dipole
components enhances radiation at higher frequencies (see
Figure sb) and its control maybe anotherway to balance "treble"
and "bass" response (note thata better model with finite-sized
sources would eventuallycause the averageresponse to turn over
and fallwith increasing frequency).
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CONCLUSION
A strong case has beenput forward for the importance ofmode
shapes andeffectivemasses, sinceit is these thatcritically affect the
easewith which strings interact with thebody and because of their
influence on the soundradiation. Simple models allowinformed
choices to be made about wood quality and dimensions of
instruments as wellas providing an understanding of the basic
contributions made by different strutting configurations. It is
interesting to note that a modest set ofparameters,relating to the
first few low-ordermodes of the guitar, are capable ofpredicting
the detailof thelow-frequencyresponse and also the general trends
in themid-frequencyrange. If this were not the case, it is unlikely
that theguitar makerwould be able to exercise the degree ofcontrol
necessaryfor achievingconsistency from oneinstrumentto another
which is generally observed.

Effective mass emerges as a moreimportant quantity than mode
tuning. In fairness, it must be pointed out that for the makerwho
builds instruments to a restricted design and from consistent
materials, mode frequencies areprobably a very good means of
quality control, partly becauseunder thesecircumstances they are
a goodindicatorof theeffective masses ofmodes. However,when
reviewing the design of the instrument, or trying out newideas,
effectivemass is probably a better quantity to bear in mind.

A case has alsobeen put forwardforkeeping effective masses low,
but this advice must be carefully moderated. Guitar making
necessarily must strive for a rather critical balance between
"loudness" and the rate of decay of the notes. The two are not
reciprocally related as generally supposed, but there is usually an
obvious trade offbetween thetwo. The effective mass of the(1,1)
modeis undoubtedlyan importantquantity to "getright", and it is

interesting to note that the balancebetween "treble" and "bass"
might be modifiedby either encouragingor discouraging coupling
to modes such as the(1 ,2) and (3,1)modes. ■ CASJ
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INTRODUCTION
To the best of my knowledge, the first measurement of sound
radiationfrom a violinwasby Backhaus in 1928 [1] (which makes
this endeavorexactly as old as I am). Having now been asked to

summarizethe field "as weknow it today" on the occasion ofErik
Jansson's sixtiethbirthday, I decidednot to try to enumerate all the
data on the multiplicity ofviolins that is today available,nor to

presenta complete historyofeverything thathas everbeen donein
thefield. Instead,my purposewillbe to discuss theoptions that are
available in designing such a project, to list thevarious types of
difficulties that each of them entails, and to inquire how the
accessibilityofdifferentmethods has changedoverthis period.

One generalremark: mostpeople would acceptthe statement that
"thefunction ofa violin is to makesound" asessentially tautological.
It seems to followfrom this that thequalityofa violin must somehow
be encapsulatedin how well it makes sound; therefore, a sufficiently
complete measurementofquantities likeradiativity is all that one
needs to define the difference in quality between oneviolin and
another.We shallreturn at the end of thepaper to a discussion of
where thatreasoning is insufficient.

METHOD OF EXCITATION
In most early experiments, theviolinwas excitedby whatis surely
the most obvious method — with a bow. Yet the very first
measurement [1] oftheradiation field was quite ambitious, in that
it set itselfthe taskof exploring notonly the field's overallmagnitude
but also its directionality. For thispurpose, and in the absence of
the kind of electronics thatcan capture the signals from a large
numberofmicrophones simultaneously,either themicrophone or
the violin had to berotated around an axis passing through the
violin.Thisrequired theviolin's excitation(including, if possible,
itsphase) to bekept absolutelysteadyfor the lengthof timethat it
takes the apparatus to make a complete revolution; and, if theresults
are to encompass a complete sphererather than justa single circle,
much longerthan that.That is an unreasonabledemandto makeof

any bowing machine, letalone ofa humanplayer. For thatreason,
Backhaus [1] (who used a smallmechanically driven turntablein an
anechoicchamber) experimentedwithelectromagnetic excitation,
but unfortunately gaveus onlya scant glimpse into his actual setup.
It seems clear, from hisreproduction of theoscillographic signal
photographically captured as theviolinrotated, that the stimulus
was not sinusoidal(he refers to it aselektromagnetische An^upfung,
or"electromagneticplucking"), but I, at least,was not able to figure
outwhatexactlyit was.

The big difficulty, as Backhaus reports it, was lack ofstability. This
is, indeed, understandable if his method consisted of an
electromagnetic drive(in which the magnetic fieldofa permanent
magnet surrounds some region of the metallic string and an
oscillating current is passed through the string) whoseexternally
controlledfrequency is made to coincidewith a string resonance.
Because of the very high Q associatedwith such a resonance, a

slight uncontrolleddrift in tuning is difficult to avoid.

For this reason,Backhaus's experimentwas a failure. The bestthat
he couldproduce — after whatwas obviously a greatdealofwork
—is onesingle curveat 3300 Hz (the fifth partial of the E-string) for
half ofa circle, and with no phase information. As far as the data
itself is concerned, it appears reasonable enough; but since the
frequencyin question is deep in theregion ofdirectionaltone color,
where the angular dependenceis a veryrapid function offrequency
[2], it is difficult to judgeit in a detailedway.

AfterBackhaus, researchers went back to bowing, sometimesby
hand, sometimesby machines ofvaried design [3, 4]. Areturn to

electromagnetic excitationwas madeby Watson, Cunningham, and
Saunders in 1941 [s], with the instability thatplagued Backhaus
obviated by damping all the strings; the excitationcould nowbe
viewed as applying a force directly to the bridge. Considerably
later, the damped string electromagnetic driver was further
developedby Diinnwald[6], who used it extensively;before him,
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Meyer had accomplished a similar purpose with an
electromechanical actuator [7].

With the development of digital methods, yet another mode of
excitation appeared: the forcehammer. Here thebridge is laterally
impacted by a malletthatcontains a piezoelectric force sensor in
itshead, producing an exactelectronicrecord of the impact force as
a function of time; simultaneously, an appropriately positioned
microphoneobtains a similarrecord of the sound signal as a function
of time. A Fast Fourier Transformperformed on the two signals
thengives us both theapplied force and theresulting sound in the
frequency domain, afterwhich the usual assumption of linearity
allowsus to divideoneby the other andthus obtain the appropriate
radiativity function as a function of frequency. This methodwas
used by Bissinger and Keiffer [8] in obtaining the totalradiated
power.

Arather differentmethod, based on the principle ofreciprocity,
was first published by Weinreich in 1985 [9]. Here theviolin is put
intovibration by an externalloudspeaker, and themotionof the
bridge detected with small accelerometers; by the principle of
reciprocity, onecan then compute thefield thatwould be radiated
ifaknown lateral force were applied to thebridge, justas the vibrating
string in fact applies it. In the 1985 paper the interest is primarily in
rather low frequencies, when the behavior of the violin is well
parameterized by a small number of multipole moments
(specifically, themonopole momentand threecomponents of the
dipole moment),and all the computation is directed towardthat
end; in fact, however, the same method is straightforwardly
applicable to the simple directionalanalysis of thefield,by placing
the driving loudspeaker in any desired directionfrom the violin
and measuringthe bridge motion then.

The greatadvantage of thereciprocity methodis that, in terms of
size and weight, a transducer that detects motioncan usually be
mademuch smallerand lighter than onewhich exerts a force or
imposes a motion. (In later work [2], we have replaced the
accelerometerswith a phonograph pickup stylus resting on the
bridge, thus reducing both the loadon theviolinand thepossible
damage to it to negligibility.)

In spiteof theavailabilityof thesevarious newerexcitation methods,
Wang andBurroughs [10] returned to a mechanically bowedsetup,
using a continuous belt meticulously hand sewn with rosined
horsehair.They justifytheconsiderable troubleinvolvedin building
and maintaining such a "bow"by observingthat it allows themto
excite, in addition to the more obvious transverse motionof the
string, the "correct"amount of torsionalmotionas well. Although
it is true that torsional motion, by exerting a torque on thebridge
notch insteadofa force, would modify the degree to whichvarious
shell modes are excited by the bowed string, the quantitative
importance of this effect is (inmy opinion) doubtful. Nonetheless,
it would certainly be interesting to test this question by using

the apparatusofWang and Burroughs andvarying the diameter of
the string.

THE SAUNDERS LOUDNESS CURVE
The considerationsare different,however, for the case of the so-
calledSaunders loudness curve [3, 1 1];Saunders himselfrefers toit as
the totalintensity curve. In the original experimentdescribedby
him, the chosen gamut of the violin is coveredin semitonesteps
twice:thefirst timeby bowing as softlyas possible, the second time
as loudly as possible. The desiredcurve is thenobtainedby averaging
the two results for eachnote. Thereason this situationis ina different
categoryfrom theothers thatwe have consideredis thatboth the
soft limitand the loud limit are presumably functions not of the
violinalone butof theviolinwhen it is bowedflt is, in other words, a

composite function of theviolin'sability to radiate sound and of
the bow's ability to set the string into smoothvibration. In fact,
availabletheories ofthe two limits attributetheirexistenceto quite
differentmechanisms; this is obviouswhen you consider that the
loud limitmust involve nonlinear dynamics of the driven string,
which cannot play a role in the determinationof thesoft limit.

According to Saunders the differencebetween the twocurves, which
can be identified with the dynamic rangeoi the instrument,is pretty
muchconstant at 30 dB. However, if thatwereprecisely true there
would, ofcourse,be no sense in measuring themboth separately.
Indeed,laterapplications of the loudness curve[12, 13]drop the soft
measurement and concentrate entirelyon the loud.

If the exactly constant offsetbetween the two,regardless ofwhich
pitch is chosen on which instrument, werean absolutefact, there
couldbeonly oneconclusion: theratio ofthe two string amplitudes
corresponding to thesoft and loud limitsmust be independentof
thebridge admittance as seenby the string; otherwise, since the two
limitsare determined by quite different laws,it wouldbe an absolute
miracle if they tracked each other so precisely. The fact that the
loudness curvealone (or the "softnesscurve" alone) doesvary,both
between notes andbetween instruments,would then have to be
attributed to the differencein how good thoseinstruments (or the
differentnotes on oneinstrument) areat convertingstringvibrations
into sound. If thatwerethe case, there wouldreallybe nopoint in
taking the loudness curves at all, oneof the moremodernexcitation
methods being completely sufficient.

However, I personally donot believe that this is the case exceptin
a first approximation. Saunders himselfremarks that thereare some
variationsin the dynamic range, but that they are "dueprobably to
theplayer." This remains an interesting areato which someof the
modernbowingmachines should beable to provide good answers.

DIRECTIONALITY OF DATA
With regard to the kind of attention paid to directionby various
researchers, their datacangenerallybedividedinto threecategories:
unidirectional,total, and directional.
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In spite of thefact that theveryearliestworkon the subject, thatof
Backhaus [I], made a serious (even if unsuccessful) attempt to

determinedirectionalproperties, both Saunders [3] and Meinel [4],
whofollowed him, seemed somewhat unclearon the subject. Both
indicatethe necessity to choose the direction ofmeasurement (that
is, ofmicrophoneplacement) carefully and to keep it constant as
data was taken — in otherwords, they are wellaware that the
directionmatters;yetboth of them are comfortable limitingtheir
datato a single direction, as though a single direction can validly
describe "thesound of theviolin in general."The samecomment

applies to Diinnwald [6], whoexplicitly chooses a direction"typical
oflisteners'position in a solo concert," but collects his data in an
anechoic chamber, which hardly duplicates whatlistenersin any
concert hear.

In fact, the choice ofdirectionis not crucial at frequencies below
about850 Hz,where the radiationpattern is close to isotropic.On
theotherhand, athigh frequencies the location ofpeaks andvalleys
as a function of frequency can be very different for different
directions[2] .
In terms of the nomenclatureintroducedat thebeginning of this
section,we thus have to classify the dataof Meinel,Saunders, and
Diinnwaldas unidirectional.

At theotherextreme fromunidirectionaldatais totaldat2L, which
reports the sound powerradiated, not in some chosen single
direction,but throughout the 4 K solidanglethatsurrounds the violin.
One way to collect such datais in a reverberationchamber, a space
withhighly reflectingwallswhich, ineffect, cause the microphone
to hear every sound a number of times coming from different
directions. This was the method adopted by Jansson and his
colleagues for thepurposeof obtainingso-called long-time average
spectra [14, 15, 16].

"...understanding can only come from the
perception ofpatterns."

Bissinger and Keiffer [8] measure total radiatedpower (still as a
function offrequency) by a differentmethod:placing theviolin in
an anechoicchamber, they use the forcehammermethod to obtain
theradiatedfield at eachof266 microphone positions situatedon a
sphereof 1.2 mradius. They then average theresults (after throwing
away thephase information,ofcourse) to obtaininformationabout
the total radiated power, presuming that 266 is, for practical
purposes, equivalent to infinity. How good that presumption is
depends,of course,on the wavelengthof the sound, whichinprinciple
must belarge compared to the spacingofmicrophonepositions. If
it goesto the other extreme,becoming smallcompared to the spacing
ofat least some of themicrophone positions, it becomes easyfor
features of the radiation pattern to "sneak through" between

microphones and thus not be detected.It would appear for the
situationofBissinger andKeiffer that the cutofffrequency would
be somewherein theregionof a fewkilohertz.

Note thatany datacoveringmore thanone directionsimultaneously
necessarily require throwingawayphase information.

DISPLAY OF DATA
In myfirst researchproposal to theNationalScienceFoundationin
the fieldofviolinphysics, whichI submittedin 1977, 1undertookto
record detailedmeasurements of the radiated acoustic far-field
amplitude perunit force exerted on thebridge as a function both of
frequency and of the two spherical angles. Although theproposal
was approved a little overa year later,and a numberofexploratory
measurementsweredone, the experimentitselfwas nevercompleted
— primarily because IrealizedI had no good methodof displaying
theresults in a way thatwould carryvisual meaning, and I was not
interestedin fillingmy shelves (letalone journalpages) with tons of
meaninglessprintouts.

It shouldbe emphasized that the importance of a good display
methodis a lotmore thansimply saving space. After all, the scientist,
contrary to some popular opinion, is driven not by a thirstfor
knowledgebut by a thirstfor understanding;and understanding can
onlycomefrom theperception ofpatterns. Such a perception, in
turn, requires data to bepresented in a form thatour senses can make
sense out of. In ourcase, this means usinga three-dimensionalspace
(since the independentvariables are frequencyand the two polar
angles), somehowplacing at eachpoint of that space a mark that
contains informationon two dependentvariables (such as amplitude
andphase of theradiation field at somelarge fixed distance from
the center of theviolin). It also, incidentally, requires computing
graphics power such aswas notreadily availablein 1977.

The most recent violin results that attempt such a display are
containedin theelegant holographicwork ofWang andBurroughs
[10], who supplement the commonpresentation methods by the
use of(a) perspective and (b) color. Inprinciple, the first effectively
addsonedimension, allowing the useof threeindependentvariables;
whereas the second allows each point to show three separate
dependentvariables, since color is usually thought of as three-
dimensional(represented, for example,by hue, intensity, andvalue;
orby red, green,andblue components). In fact,however, such a use
ofcolorwouldbe incompatible withperspective, since thecoloring
of theplane nearest theviewerwould completely block anything
that is behind it.

That is not, however, in any case the scheme that Wang and
Burroughs attempt. First ofall, for reasons thatwe shall mentionin
a minute, they do not wish to limit themselves to the far-field
radiation field,but are interestedin visualizingit as a function of
radius also; in otherwords, they dealwith three,rather than two,
independentspace variables (which theychoose as X, Y,and Z) .
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Accordingly, they are forced to abandon the frequency as a
componentof the display, insteadpresenting a numberof separate
pictures each labeledwith a frequency. In their case, this does not
represent a loss, since their frequencies are determined as the
partials ofa bowed string, which are in any case well separated.

Secondly, Wang and Burroughs donot presenteitherthe pressure
amplitude orpressure phase of the field but rather the intensity
vector, a quantity easily obtained if both of the more primary
quantities areknown, as they surely arein a holographic experiment.
(It is not possible, however, to reverse this transformation.)They
do thisboth by color andby drawing arrowvectors, concentrating
ononeplane at a timeto avoid thenon-transparencyproblem that
we mentioned above. The rationale behind reporting only the
intensityappears to be to lookfor "hotspots" which actas dominant
sources of energy (although, as the authors both indicate and
illustrate, they may sometimesbe sinks rather than sources). The
implicationsofsuch "hotspots" are, however, unclear, since the
intensity vector at a point is theproduct ofpressure and velocity
there,but it is not at all evident that thepressure ata given location
maynot be causedbj motionof the shell somewherecompletely
different.

More specifically,in orderfor thevelocitypattern to be localized
in someregion of the shell, the sizeof thatregion must be of the
orderof thewavelength ofwood bendingwaves at thefrequencyin
question; whereasin orderto localize thepressurein thatregion —
thatis,to attributethepressure to localmotion—the wavelength of
soundwavesmust not belarger than theregion. This means that the
airwavelength must be smallerthan thewoodwavelength, which
requires thatthe frequencybe higher than the coincidence frequency.
Ifwe accept Cremer's estimates [17] for the coincidencefrequency
oftheviolin shell as about5kHz parallel to the grain and about 18
kHz perpendicular to the grain, this conditionis neversatisfied in
therange treatedby Wang andBurroughs.

FREQUENCY VS. MODE
Although historically knowledge ofviolinmodes developedearly,
it wasrealized onlyslowly that as far as understanding the vibration
of theviolinsystem is concerned, modesare all there is. I believe that
the breakthrough camewith the workofSchelleng [18],whopointed
out that the relatively high radiativity plateau betweentheAO mode
and thenext largepeak (the BI), as contrasted with the deepvalley
between BI and 82, is due to the AO andBI having, in his terms,
"opposite polarity." The terminology is, in a way, unfortunate,
because the "oppositeness"is notreally a characteristicof the modes
themselvesbut of theradiativity of themodeswhenprobed at a
particular point— namelyat the side of the bridge (which corresponds
to the direction of the force applied by the vibrating string);
nonetheless, Schelleng's understandingmakes itclearthatthe plateau
is not due to any kind of "background level" because nothingof the
kind exists(other than the tailsofothermodes, ofcourse).There is
no "background"because modes are all there is.

This "radicallymodal"pointofview suggests that frequency, the
(continuous) independentvariablethat hadalways been considered
the sine qua nonoiresponsible radiationmeasurements, should
really bereplaced by the (discrete) variable ofmode number(or,
better, modename, since in many cases the modesdo not form a
naturally orderedset). Of course mode radiation parameters are
experimentally determined by measuring things as a function of
frequency (or, in the caseof impulse responses as when a force
hammer is used, as a function of time); once they have been
determined, however, we can always deduce thebehavior of the
system at any given frequency from those modeparameters, the
characteristicfrequency ofeach mode, and the strength with which
that modeis represented in theparticular quantity in question. The
variationwith frequency is then determinedby thosenumbersplus
modalresponse functions, which are universal. (In mathematical
terms, we wouldsay that a function is here being specified by the
locationofits poles and the values of thecorrespondingresidues,
rather thanby giving thevalue ofthefunction for everyvalue of the
independentvariable.)

As anexample, ifwe wishedto specify the angular distributionof
radiation from a violin, which may be changing rapidly with
frequency, we would onlyneed to describe the angular distribution
radiated by each mode, plus thestrength with which that modeis
excitedby theparticular method of excitationused. One mayremark
that the spaceofmodes is not onlydiscrete,but in most practical
cases there are, in effect, only a finite number of modes that
contributeto theresult, so that thesimplification involvedinusing
modeinsteadof frequencyas theindependent variableis enormous.

Bissinger [8] was the first to introduce these ideas into radiation
measurements. Even though theparticular quantities with which
he deals are relatively simple in that theyare averaged over angles
and so eliminatetwo independentvariables, hispapers do correctly
introducethe "radicallymodal"point ofview,which will,Ibelieve,
characterizeall future work.A closelyrelated, but less explicitly
formulated, approach characterizesthe work ofWeinreich, Holmes,
and Mellody [19], whoseresults, eventhough theyarepresented as
a function offrequency, call the reader'sattentionprimarily to the
behaviorofmodes. Bycontrast, Wang and Burroughs [10] represent
theolderpoint ofview: since their data is collected at discrete and
well-separated frequencies that have no connection to the
frequencies ofparticular modes, they do not allow any "natural"
interpolation of their frequency dependencewhich, for "radically
modal" data, can be done exactly.

FREQUENCY CONTROL IN MEASUREMENT
Inhis 1928 paper,Backhaus [1] complained about the greatinstability
ofhis systemwhen the violinstringwas excited electromagnetically,
presumably at one of its resonant frequencies; and we earlier
commented on the difficultyofavoidingsuch instability whenone
is trying to sit on topofa resonanceofvery high Q. Although the
primitivestate of 1928 electronics probably didnotallowhim to do
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it, today thatwould not havebeen a problem: we would simply
lock the driving frequency to thatof the string (for example, by
sensing thephase differencebetween the driving signal and the
phase of the oscillation).Exciting the stringby bowingaccomplishes
the same thing, since the bow doesnot impose its ownfrequency
but locks to thatof the string.

Ofcourse theradically modalpoint ofview,whichwenowadvocate,
wouldin any case seek to avoid anexternally imposed frequency
regardless howstable; but the same idea oflocking the drive to the
normal mode of a string can also be used to lock it to a normal
mode of theviolinbody (this willgenerally require having a few
sensors in differentplaces on the violinwhoseoutputs arecombined
with appropriate phases and amplitudes to favor one mode over
neighboring ones). Naturally, if theaimwereto measureradiation
fieldproperties, itwouldbe wiseto choose a driving method other
than a loudspeaker,such as the methodofMeyer[7] orof Diinnwald
[6]. If the signalreturned by the sensors is given back to the driver in
a positive feedback loop, oneis, ineffect, increasing theQ of that
mode compared to any others; if the Q reaches infinity, not only
willthat be the only mode excited,but it will also go into steady
spontaneousoscillation so that appropriatemodal characteristics,
such aspatterns oftheradiationfield, can be measuredat leisure. In
practice, ofcourse, it is not possible to adjust the Q so it is exactly
infinity;rather, it is necessary to adjust thefeedback so Q is greater
than infinity (that is, negative), which will make the oscillation
grow. One must then also add to the circuit a soft nonlinear
saturation characteristic thatwillmake the oscillationamplitude
reach a stable steady state (that such a methodcan actuallybe made
to work was demonstrated to me by Eric Arnold, in my own
laboratory,around 1980).

"...it is the composite "machine" of violin +
violinistand not the violin alone that is the source
of the sound."

CONCLUSION: IS RADIATIVITY EVERYTHING?
At thebeginning of this paper we pointed out that, since theonly
function of theviolin is to make sound, onemight conclude thatthe
characteristics ofits sound-making activity— thatis, its radiativity,
whenmeasured as a function ofall relevant independentvariables
— ought to, when correctly interpreted, completely determinethe
quality of theinstrument;and thereforepeople interested in violin
qualitycan pretty much stop measuringanything else.

The fallacy in that reasoning becomes obvious, however, the
moment we consider that themost distinguished Stradivarius or
Guarnerius is capable also ofmaking sounds thatare absolutely
horrid, as onecan easilyconvince oneselfby handingit to a four-

year-old child and asking him to play (or just imagining the
experiment, which avoids puttinga very expensiveinstrumentat

risk). The point is, ofcourse, that it is the composite "machine" of
violin + violinistand not the violinalone that is the source of the
sound in question; and whereasit is straightforward to feed some
input in the wayofprinted music to this composite and attempt to

judgethe quality ofwhatcomes out,in itselfthatprovidesrelatively
little helpto theviolinmaker.

That is the reasonwhyradiativity is not everything;rather, the quality
ofa violin is determinedby a hostofproperties including not only
the input impedance at the string (which reflects in important ways
on the "feel" of the string when it is bowed) but also seemingly
primitive factors like theexact angles atwhich the fingerboard is
planed, which contributes to the comfortof theviolinist'sfingers
and, hence, the impression thatmore energy can be devoted to

makingbeautiful music and less to fighting theviolin. Indeed,it is
surely true thatnot all of the influences perceived by theviolinist
are yetknown to us, letalone understoodor measured.

Nonetheless, amongtheproperties that determine violin quality,
radiativity remains privileged: a good violinist may be able to
overcomealmostany of the interactive quantities that the player
directly senses,but if an instrument is, for example, incapable of
producing any soundabove4kHz, thereis little thateventhe greatest
virtuosocan do about it. That is why, in my opinion,the study of
violin radiativity will continue to occupy a central place in the
ongoingresearch on this most fascinating instrument. ■ CASJ
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Body Vibration of the Violin
What Can a Maker Expect to Control?

J. Woodhouse
Cambridge University Engineering Department
Trumpington Street, Cambridge CB2 IPZ, U.K.

ABSTRACT
At low frequencies it is sensible to describeviolinbody vibration
in terms ofindividualmodes, and for a makerto seek to control
these modes explicitly. At higher frequencies this ceases to be a
realisticgoal. The modes overlap in frequency andare very sensitive
to smallchanges in the construction. The acousticalinformation
usefulto amaker thenrelates to controllablefeaturesof thebehavior
that "shine through" the complexityofdetail.

INTRODUCTION
The constructional details of a violin body control its vibration
behavior, which in turn controls the sound andplayingproperties
ofthe instrument. This seems obvious, yet the detailedlinks along
the chain have proved remarkably hard to elucidate. Although
considerableresearch effort has gone into violin acoustics (see
particularly references [1 , 2]), it is rarely possible to give satisfactory
answers to the questions posed by instrumentmakers, whousually
want toknowhow the "sound"or "playing quality" willbe affected
by a particular structuralchange.

A violin, in commonwith any other structure undergoing small-
amplitude vibration,can be characterizedby its set ofvibration
modes. Each mode has a resonant frequency, a damping factor, a

mode shape and a radiation efficiencyandpattern, and once you
know this information about each mode the behavior of the
instrument is fullydescribed. In theaudiblerange offrequencies a

violinhas several hundredvibrationmodes. In some sense, the task
of theviolinmaker is to control theparametersof thesemodes to

produce thedesired vibrationbehavior. However, a makercannot
expect to be able to manipulate more than a tiny fraction of these
parametersexplicitly. Understandingwhich features can inpractice
be controlled is an important taskfor violin acoustics, and is the
subject of this article. The question willnot be answered fully, of
course, but some light can be shedby reviewing what is known in
the context of the contemporary approach to other complex
vibrationproblems.

Any structural change may influence the modalparameters. A
change ofmodeshape mayalterthe radiationefficiency,butperhaps
moresignificantlyit maychange themodeamplitude at thebridge

and hence the efficiencyofexcitationby the string. Particularly if
a mode has a nodal line that passes close to the bridge, small
movementsof thatnodalline may have large effects on strength of
coupling to the string. If themode plays a significant role in the
radiated sound, then changes in its frequency and damping factor
are also likely to produce audibleconsequences.

Altering theradiation ofsound is not, however, the onlyroute by
which a structural change may have musicalconsequences. As
wellas beinginterested in "sound", a player is also interested in
variousaspectsof "playability". One instrument, orstring, or note,
maybe found "easier to play" than another, and such differences
can be very important. Any influenceof thebodyvibrationon the
response of the string can onlycome through thebridge (orperhaps
through vibrationof the fingerboard at the other end ofthe vibrating
length of string). To a first approximation, we shouldexpect all
variations in playability between instruments to be attributable,
somehow, to differencesin the driving-point response at the string
notch [3, 4]. This depends, again, on themodalamplitudes at that
point, but this time weakly-radiating modes might be just as
important as strongly-radiating ones.

In theirvery differentways, important contributionsto this subject
havebeen madeby Cremer[I], Hutchins (see for examplethe section
introductions and reprinted papers in [2]), Weinreich [e.g. 5, 6],
Marshall [7] and Bissinger [e.g. 8, 9], amongothers. Butno one has
contributed more to this area than Jansson, whose entire research
careerhas been focused on thevibrationof theviolinbody and its
enclosed air. His contributions include many measurements,
especially via laser holography [10] orbridge admittance [e.g. 11],
systematic investigations of theeffect ofvariousstructural changes
in his collaborationwith theviolin-makerNiewczyk [e.g. 12],and
recently his recognition of a significant feature of instrument
response originally called the "bridge hill [e.g. 13], to which we
return later.

OVERLAP FACTORS
Modal Overlap Factor
One way to explore the extent to which a maker can control the
vibration modes of an instrument is through the interplayoftwo
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quantities, the modaloverlap factor and the statisticaloverlap factor.
The modal overlap factoris the simpler to understand: it is theratio
of the bandwidth of individual resonance peaks to the average
spacing ofadjacent resonances [e.g. 14]. When modal overlap is
low, each mode contributes arecognizable peak to any frequency
response function. When modal overlap is high, on theother hand,
severalmodesmakea significantcontributionat a given frequency,
and the total response is governed by a summation of these
contributions. Theresult will dependon the relativephases and
amplitudes of the various modes. Peaks in a frequencyresponse
function will be governed by these interference effects, not by
individual modes. It is useful to think about individualmodes at

low modaloverlap, but with high modaloverlap it is likely to be
more appropriate to use a statisticaldescription, dealingin such
quantities as average levels,averagepeak spacings, and typicalpeak-
to-valley heights. The most familiar example occurs in room
acoustics. Modaloverlap at normalaudiofrequencies in a moderate
orlargeroom is very high, androom acoustics is a statisticalscience
[e.g. 15].

Statistical Overlap Factor
The statistical overlap factor is defined in a similar way to the
modal overlap factor, to characterize the sensitivity of mode
frequencies to structural changes. For example, a luthier will
ordinarily only depart from accepted patterns of thickness
distributionin the top and back plate of aviolin by fractionsof a
millimeter. For a given instrument, we can imagine randomly
changing the thickness distributionswithin that tolerance. Each
mode frequency will change a little, and the sensitivity of the
structure can becharacterizedby therangeof these frequency shifts
when many differentthickness perturbations within the assumed
toleranceare tested. The statistical overlap factor is defined as the
ratio of this averageshift to meanmodal spacing [16].

Different statistical overlap factors can be defined for different
populations ofviolins. What has justbeen describedis the factor
relating to "all respectable violinsbased on a single model"since
only graduation changes wereconsidered. A differentanswerwould
probably be obtained if one considered the population of "all
respectable violins",in whichoutline and arching were alsovaried.
A different answer again would be obtainedfrom instruments
deliberatelybuilt to be as similaras possible in allrespects. One
could evenconsider the same violin,measuredat differenttimes
and thereforeunder differentconditions ofhumidity, temperature
andrecent playing history.

If the statistical overlap factor is small, individualmodes more or
less retain their identity under the permitted variation in the
structural properties. If statistical overlap is high, on the other
hand, individual modes willhave very littlerecognizable identity
from one instrumenttoanotherin the chosen population. A variation
within the acceptable limits moves modes far enough that they
interactstronglywith theirneighbors. Thenumberofmodesremains

the same, but individualmode shapes are likely to change beyond
recognition. With high statisticaloverlap it makes little sense to
look for "the samemode"in two different instruments:any scheme
for classifying and labeling modes breaks down under these
conditions.

Both modal and statistical overlap factors tend to increase with
frequency. The modal spacing in a violin box is approximately
constantat lowfrequencies (governed by the bending-plate behavior
of the box) and then decreases at higher frequencies (from the
increasing contributionofinternalair modes) [6]. Modal damping
factorsremainapproximately constant with frequency, so that the
half-power bandwidthincreases roughly linearlywith frequency.
It follows that themodal overlap, whichis lowat low frequencies,
grows with frequency and eventually becomeslarge. In a similar
way, theeffect ofa variationin thickness, archingshapeor material
properties is to shift modal frequencies by a certainpercentage,
which is roughly independent of frequency. The absolute
fluctuations in modal frequency thus increase approximately
linearly withfrequency, and the statistical overlap factor does the
same. Combining these two effects, we should expect a
deterministicdescriptionofindividualmodes to be useful at low
frequencies, but for sufficiently high frequencies a different,
statistical, description needs to takeover [see e.g. 17].

"... a makercannot expect to manipulate more
than a tiny fraction of these parameters"

ExperimentalValues
To find out what precisely is meant by "sufficiently high
frequencies" requires experimental data. If a single measurement

is to be used, then thebest candidate is the input admittance(or
mobility) at thebridge top, in theplane ofbowing. This contains
the main information relevant to any differences in playing
behavior. It is not directlya measurementofradiatedsound, butit
does give some informationon that subject while circumventing
the difficulties associated with radiation patterns and room
acoustics, which add additionalfeaturesto theresponse andmake
interpretationmoredifficult. The input admittance governs the
rate ofenergy transferfrom the vibrating stringinto thebody. This
energy is either lost in internal damping in thebody, or is radiated
as sound. If all modes had the sameradiation efficiency the energy
radiated would be a fixed fraction of this totalinput energy and
would thus follow the same response curve. The specific
measurement used here is of the velocity response at the E-string
corner ofthe bridge inresponse to a force applied at the G-string
corner, both in the directionofbowing. This measurement gives a
good approximation to the input admittance (or mobility) at the
bridge top [11].
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Figure 1 shows a typical result for a good modernviolin, andgives
informationabout modaloverlap. Figure 2 showssuperimposed
results for five differentviolins by the same maker (including the
instrumentshownin Fig. 1),andgives informationabout statistical
overlap. Up to the deep antiresonance around 650 Hz, all the
curves arerather similarand show quitewell separated peaks. Both
overlap factors are fairly small in this range. At slightly higher
frequencies, up to 1.5kHz or so, thecurveofFig. 1 showspeaks that
arebeginningto overlap. At the same time, the differences between
the set of curves in Fig. 2 increase. We can deduce thatboth the
modaloverlap factor and thestatisticaloverlap factor are reaching
significantvalues in thisrange. Atfrequencies above 1.5kHz the
general trendof the five curvesremains similar,but they diverge
considerably in detail. Both overlap factors are now greaterthan
unity, and onboth counts any attempt to describe thebehavior in
terms ofindividualmodes is likelyto be extremely difficultand not

veryilluminating.

When a comparison is made of input admittancesof any set of
normal violins of reasonable quality, a similar description is
generallyfound to apply: see for example theresults published by
Jansson [13] andDiinnwald[18]. The conclusionis that up to about
650 Hz any two violins are likely to showmode shapes that are
recognizably related. For frequencies above that up to 1kHz or so
it is possible with careful measurements [e.g. 7, 9] to determine the
modes despite moderateoverlap, but the shapes are likely to be
much lessrecognizable from oneinstrumentto another. At higher
frequencies it is doubtful whether there is any virtue in talking
about individualmodes, becauseboth the modaloverlap factor and
the statisticaloverlap factor areprobably too high.

THE LOW-FREQUENCY MODES
The modesbelow650 Hz orso, commonto most violins,are familiar
to CAS readers.

(j) "Plate Modes"
There are threemodes in this frequency range primarily arising
frombending and stretching motionof the top and back plates of
thebox. The modes typically cluster in the range 380—600 Hz, and
some aspectofthis clusterofmodes corresponds towhat was called
the "main body resonance" in the earlier literature of violin
acoustics [e.g. 19]. Examples of thesethreemodes are shown inFig.
3, for one of the violins whose behaviorwas showninFig. 2. Pictures
of similar modeshave been shown bymanyauthors, e.g. Marshall
[7], Janssonet al. [10].

The lowestof the three, labeledby Jansson "C2" andby Marshall
"verticaltranslationof C-bouts", is shown in Fig. 3a. It typically
occurs in the frequency range 380—440 Hz. It canbe thought ofasa
mode inwhich theentire boxbehavesrather like a thickplate, back
and top moving approximately together at eachpoint in a twisting
deformation with roughly onecomplete wavelengthof twistin the
length of thebody. The other two modes, shownin Fig. 3b,c, are
"twins", labeledby Bissinger "BI—" andB1+" [20]. (Jansson and
coworkers [e.g. 11] label them "Tl"and "C3"respectively.) The
mostgraphic namefor themis the "baseballmodes", since in each
case there is a single, sinuous node line going around thebody like
the seamon a baseball. Bl— typically occurs in therange 450—480
Hz,Bl+ in the range 530—570 Hz. Unlike C2, these two modes
involve significantvolume change of thebox, and they are thus
strongradiators of sound.

(ii) "Air Modes"
Thereare two low-frequency modes associatedprimarilywith air-
pressure variationin the internalcavity of theviolin:a modified
Helmholtzresonance typicallyaround 280 Hz, usually denoted
"A0"; and a first standing wavein the length of thebox similarto an
organ-pipemode, typically in therange 470—490 Hz, first identified
byJansson [21] and denotedby him "Al". Figure 3dillustrates the

Figure 1. Inputadmittanceat thebridge, in the direction ofbowing,
for a violin by David JRubio.
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Figure2. Input admittanceat thebridge, in the direction ofbowing,
for five violinsby DavidJ Rubio, including theoneshown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 3. Mode shapes for some significant low-frequency modes
ofa typical violin: (a)

C2;

(b) 81-; (c) B1+; (d) Al. Node lines are
shown as heavy lines. Back and front plates are viewedfrom the
outside; + and - signs indicate thepositions ofdata points and the
relative phase ofmotion, + denoting "outwards"and - denoting
"inwards". Frequencies and Q factors are also shown.

mode Al. This is primarily an air mode, but with a careful
measurement it shows up through the response of the structure, the
upper arid lowerbouts alternately "inflating" and "deflating" in
response to thepressure changes inside.

OH) "TailpieceModes"
At lowfrequencies, the tailpiece behaves as arigid body suspended
on the strings and tailgut. As arigid body itwould have six degrees
of freedom, but for oneof these (axial motionparallel to lineof
strings and tailgut) the suspensionis stiff,pushing the associated
resonant frequency out of thelow-frequency range. Thereremain
five tailpieceresonances to be considered. Stough [22] has studied
themin some detail. He reports that three typically occur below
200 Hz, belowthefundamental of theopenG string (196Hz), while
the remaining two can range widely in the range 300—800 Hz,
dependingon tailpiece mass and tailgut length.

Civ) "Neck/Fingerboard Modes"
Finally, thereis a group ofmodes basedon bendingor twisting
beam-like behavior of theneck and fingerboard, with the attached
box acting as anextension ofthe beam. The list given here is not
exhaustive: we discussonly the two modeswhich fall in therange
200—700 Hz andwhich seemto beofsomeimportance because they
can interact significantlywith other modes already listed. One

mode, usually called "BO", typically occurs at a frequency in the
vicinityof the lowest"air"mode, AO. It involves motionin which
thescroll, neck andbodyvibrateas a single beamin its lowestfree-
freemode, while thecantilever-projecting length of thefingerboard
vibratesvigorously in the opposite phase to the body beneath it.
The secondmodeofrelevance here is the lowest torsionalmodeof
theprojecting portion of the fingerboard. This modeoften occurs
at a frequencywithin the "mainbody cluster"discussedin (i) above.

Of theselow-frequency modes, measurements suggest thatonly
AO, BI- and BI + are strongradiatorsof soundin theviolin,although
Bissinger has shown thatAl can be a significantradiatorofsound
in larger instruments of theviolin family [23]. The tailpiece and
neck/fingerboard modes radiate very little,although theireffect
may be heard clearly by theplayer, who has oneear very close to

theviolinbody. All these modesmight in principle contribute to
issues of "playability" by influencing the driving-point response at

thebridge. They might alsoinfluencebehaviorby acting as "tuned
absorbers", increasing the energydissipation of the violinnear their
resonant frequency in exactly the same way as a "wolfsuppressor"
[24].

Although the itemsin this list have been described as "modes", this
can be misleading evenat these lowfrequencies. The descriptions
aboveare ofa set of types ofmotionof the violinbody and enclosed
air, whichoften appearas separate modeshapes. However, strictly
this is a description of the degrees of freedom of the violinbody
which taken in isolationwould have resonant frequencies in this
frequency range. If two or more of these would have resonant
frequencies thatare close together, then theactualmodes of the
violinwill show combinationsof the motions describedabove.
The particular case ofcoupling of themotions described above as
the AO and BO "modes"has been studied in detailby Woodhouse
[25], and illustratedwith experimentalresults. A similaranalysis
couldbe developed for othercombinations. In every case, one
should expectto see "veering" behavior [25, 26]. Ifadjustments are
made which would tendto bring two frequencies close together,
thenstrong interactionwilloccur and the two frequencies will in
factneverapproachmoreclosely than a certainminimumseparation.

As the two overlap factors increase, so the likelihoodof such
interactionsincreases. Even inthe low-frequency rangeinteractions
are quite common, and it is not always easy to recognize all the
membersof this "canonical" set ofmodeson a given instrument.
The situation becomes rapidly more complicated at higher
frequencies. It is probably safe to say that the modeslisted above
are theonly ones which usually retain their identity sufficiently
clearly that it makes sense for an instrument maker to think in
terms of explicitly controlling theirfrequencies, damping factors
andmode shapes by structuraladjustments. An effort to do just that
has been describedby Schleske [27], in his procedure for making a
"tonalcopy" ofan instrument.

(b) F=4s4Hz
0=32
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WHAT CAN BE CONTROLLED AT HIGHER FREQUENCIES?
At higher frequencies, things are not so simple. The modesoverlap
and blur together, and the variability of mode shapes between
instruments is much greater. Although, mathematically speaking,
the modes still determinethebehavior, thispoint ofview becomes
progressively less useful to the maker. However, the fact that a
makercannot controleverything at higher frequencies does not
mean that they cannot controlanything. A naturalapproach is to
lookfor aspectsofthe violinthatmight retaindeterministicbehavior
at higher frequencies and thus offer control to the maker in a
straightforward way. The list that followsis not by any means
exhaustive,but it is intended to indicate somepossibilities and to
encouragethe searchfor others.

Material Properties
The first itemto consider doesnot concern constructionaldetails
but materialchoice andbehavior. Thephysical properties of the
wood, including any modificationsdue to seasoning, chemical
treatment and/or varnishing system, obviously have a strong
influence on vibrationbehavior. To anextent, variationsin wood
properties canbe compensated by varying theconstructionaldetails
such as graduation: this is the rationalefor plate-tuningprocedures.
However, thiscompensation cannot by any meansbe complete. If
there is any substance in thepersistent storiesof"oldinstruments
beingbetter"or of "magicvarnish", itmust surelybe sought in this
area.

The relevant properties of wood are density, several types of
stiffness, and associatedmeasures of damping. The three most
important stiffnesses can be visualizedeasily in terms offlexing a
thin plate ofwood, such as a guitar topplate blank. Theyrelate to
bendingalong thegrain direction,bending across thegrain direction,
and twisting. These are influencedby the growth of theparticular
tree, and alsoby thecutting: for example, woodwith "runout"will
have a reducedlong-grain stiffness, andwood not cut accuratelyon
the quarterwillhave areduced cross-grain stiffness [28].

The damping properties are likely to vary with frequency. This
fact offers themost plausible explanation for old wood behaving
differently from newer wood. Old woodwill have changed.
Chemical changes occur with drying, loss of other volatile
components,oxidation,andreactions with atmospheric pollutants.
Chemicalchanges may alsobe deliberately made, for example when
ozone, ammoniaor nitric acid is used to treatwood for onereason
or another. Physical changes willalso occurin thewood, especially
in wood which has been in an instrument for many years being
vibrated. Cells in the wood structure may separate along their
joins,or micro-cracks may form in the individual cell walls. All
thesechanges will modify the materialproperties. In particular, it
seems a good guess that such damaged wood will have higher
damping,especially at the higher frequencies. If damping increases
at higher frequencies, this would have a "filtering"effect on the
soundof the instrument, similarto turning down the treble control
on ahi-fi system. Thereis someevidenceofsuch an effect inacoustic

measurements on older instruments [18], but there is very little
reliable dataon the actualchanges to wood/varnish properties from
thesevarious effects. There is scope for fruitful research in this
area.

The Bridge
Next, we turn to parts of the violin structure which are likely to
have well-defined and controllable vibrationresonances up at
frequencies where the violin as a whole has significant modal
overlap. The first and most obvious candidateis the bridge. The
vibrating strings apply forces to the topof thebridge, and the bridge
feet transfer these forces to the top plate and hence into body
vibrations which can radiatesound. Since all vibration has to pass
through thebridge, it willbemodifiedby thevibration response of
thebridge itself. A typicalmodernviolinbridge has two important
resonances at moderateaudio frequencies: onearound 2—3kHz in
which thebridge top moves from side to side by "bendingat the
waist",and anotheraround 6 kHz in whichthe top movesvertically
by "bending at the knees" [I]. These resonances can be moved
significantlyby relatively smallchanges in thecarving of thebridge
— this is themain source of thewell-knowninfluence ofbridge
cuttingon sound.

Janssonhas drawn attentionto a feature of the input admittance
curves ofmany good violins, a broad hump in the response in a
frequency range typically 2.5kHz [e.g. 13]. He originally attributed
this to the filtering effect of the lowerbridge resonance just
mentioned, andnamed thefeature the "bridgehill". (Figure 1 does
not show this feature veryclearly, but it can be seen in Fig. 2 in the
average behavior of the plotted curves in the range 2—3 kHz.)
Certainly,a broadhump of thiskind is justwhat onewouldexpect
thebridge resonance to create. However, more recent work [29]
has indicated thatotherfeatures as wellas the bridgeinfluence the
"hill",and at presenttheprecise detailsare not clear. What is clear
is that the "hill"is anexample ofthe kindof feature we areinterested
in here, a high-frequencyfeature that somehow shows through the
quasi-random peaks and dips causedby the overlappingmodes.

The "Island"
Another candidate for influencingJansson's "hill"is a feature of
theviolin that is slightly less obvious than thebridge. The slot-like
shape of the f-holes creates an approximatelysquare region of the
topplate that is somewhat isolated from therest of the instrument.
This region was called "theisland"by Cremer, andwas included as
a separateelementinhispioneering attemptto compute bodymodes
of theviolin from a theoreticalmodel [I]. His ideawas that this
portion of the top plate maybe sufficiently isolatedas to have a

recognizable and distinctiveinfluence on thevibration,particularly
since thebridge feet sitin this region. One might perhaps expecta
small number oflocal "resonances" of this island to occur which,
whencoupled to therest of the instrumentstructure,produce similar
features to the "bridge hill". This is still an unresolved question,
but it deservesfurther study.
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The Soundpost
The soundpost is usuallyregarded as arigid link, servingto couple
the top and back plates. However, as a thin rod, it will have
resonances of its own. Thelowestwould be a bending resonance
with approximatelya half-wavelengthin the length of thepost. The
frequency will depend on the length, diameter and material
properties of thepost, and taking typical values of theseparameters
(spruce,length 60 mm, diameter6 mm) onemight expect this to fall
in the vicinity of 3 kHz. This could be expected to have some
influence on thevibration behavior in this frequencyrange, but
some theoreticalmodeling is needed to determineexactlywhat
form it would take.

One interestingpoint to note concerns the accuracyof fit of the
ends of the soundpost. Goodsoundpost fit, and theright degreeof
tightness, arewellknown to beimportant. Ithas alsobeen suggested
that shaping thepost to change its bending stiffness can sometimes
havebeneficialeffects [30]. A bending resonanceof thesoundpost
gives a possible mechanism for such behavior. Apoorly-fittedpost
willbehave like a "pinned-pinned"beam, whoseends are able to
rock wherethey touch theplates. A well-fittedpost, under sufficient
force, willbehave more like a "clamped-clamped"beam, in which
theends can onlyrotate withthe plates, not independentlyof them.
This willchange the frequencyof thepost resonance, butperhaps
more importantly it allows thisresonanceto be efficientlycoupled
to theplate behaviorand thus to produce audible consequencesof
some kind. Again, this seems a promisingtopic for investigation.

". . . many questions in violin acoustics can be
illuminated by an awareness of the modal and
statistical overlap factors"

DISCUSSION
It has been suggested in this article thatmany questions in violin
acoustics can be illuminated by an awareness of the modaland
statistical overlap factors. These give a simple, intuitive and
measurable way to characterize the influence ofdamping and of
variationsbetweeninstruments. Different statisticaloverlap factors
can be defined for differentpopulations ofinstruments, relevantto
different questions. A broad question like "What is a violin?"
requires some knowledge ofwhat features are incommon between
allrespectable violins. Aquestionlike "Howuseful is plate tuning?"
perhaps suggests measuring, and comparing, statistical overlap
factors for two different sets of instruments: one set of careful
geometric copies ofan original modeltaking no accountofwood
variation,and a second set in which simple acoustical testing was
used to guide systematic compensation via arching or graduation
patterns for thevariability of thewood.

The other general messageof this article is thata description of
individual vibration modesis useful for lowfrequencies, but that
such a description ceases to be veryilluminating aboveabout 1kHz
or so. Instead,researchers should be looking for aspects of the
behaviorofaviolinin the kilohertzrange, which somehowtranscend
thecomplication of the many overlapping modes. These are the
things thatoffer makers a chance to control the musical result,
when they haveno hope ofcontrolling everyindividualmode. Some
examples ofsuch controllablefeatureshave been suggested, and no
doubtothers can be dreamed up. The mostexciting challenge for
researchers in the next decade might be to conceive and carry
throughprojects, whethertheoreticalorexperimental,which address
questions of this type. ■ CASJ
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ABSTRACT
The perfection of theviolinby the famed old masters is attributed
to a longhistory ofpassionate innovativeempirical work that has
been replaced in modern times by a devotion to traditional
prototypes. Improvements in violindesign andperformance during
the 17th and 18th Centuries can be correlatedwith the development
of progressively more demanding playing styles by composers,
including Monteverdi, Corelli, and Torelli. The successful
empirical approach of the oldmasters can be applied today using
careful measurements, recordings, and documentationthatallow
us to relate specific changesin design to specific change in sound.

Our workhas documented the major aspects ofinstrumentdesign
(arching, thickness graduationpattern, andbody outlineshape) and
modal characteristics of about 90 fine reference instruments,
including many old Italians. We have also measured thematerials
in oldItalian instruments,which generally are similarto modern
materials. For example, the density of anentire topplate from a
Stradivari cello is 0.39 g/cm3, which is not unusual. Further, our
measurements indicate that the damping properties and modal
characteristics ofold and contemporary fine instruments are of
comparablemagnitude.

Toolsavailable to the violin makerinclude selection of design,
materials,varnish treatments, sound analysis, and modalanalysis.
Successive varnish layers can enhance or denigratematerialquality.
Making "tonalcopies" usingmodal analysis at many steps of the
workingprocess allows themaker to change the geometry of the
copy to compensate for materialdifferences betweenthereference
instrumentand the copy.

INTRODUCTION
I first realized that the violin has a lot to do with experimental
physics during my training as a violin maker at the Mittenwald

school in the 1980s. Not only thephysical fundamentals(being
taught by HelmutA. Miiller) but also numerous articles on the
subject published in Catgut Newsletters and Journals were of
particular importance to me. At that timemy impression was that
manyresearchers tried to answer questions that no onehadraised
before. On the other hand, they had few answers to thepractical
questions raisedby manyviolin makers. However,Erik Jansson's
studies always had a definitive connectionto the real matters in
violinmaking. This characteristicofhiswork has been maintained
to the present [I]. I am honored to contribute to this issue in
celebrationofhis 60thbirthday.

". . . the essence of the old approach was
continuous development, a history of
passionate empirical work."

The following article is meant as a short introduction to some
"empirical tools" that Iuse in myviolinshop. I use modal analysis
and sound analysisprograms almost daily in my workas a violin
maker, as a complement to the usual tools: knives,planes, chisels,
saws, and so on. The new tools are used for support in tonal
adjustments of fine instruments as wellas in the making of new
concert instruments.Over the years I have collected an extensive
database on design and acousticalproperties, based on studies of
fine old instrumentsas well as evaluations during themaking of
new instruments. In this paper, the use of "empirical tools" in
violin making is illustrated by examples that give the flavor of a
tour through myviolin shop and laboratory. This paper, Part I,
gives an introduction to design, materials, varnish, and modes.
Part IIwill coverpsychoacoustical analysis, acoustical tools, and
tonalcopies.
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TRADITION AND INNOVATION
Howwas it possible for the masters of the Italianviolin making
tradition of the 17th and 18th centuries to produce such perfect
instruments?The culmination ofthe classical era ofviolinmaking
was theresult of a living tradition, accumulatedovergenerations.
Improvements in sound werekept while poor innovations were
discarded. One generation carried their experiences over to the
next—long, longhistory of trialand error. So itwas that "centuries
ofempirical researchled to thematurityof theviolin." In order to
continue the spirit of the classical violin making tradition,
"tradition"must be broken. This is because the essenceof theold
approach was continuous development, a history ofpassionate
empirical work.

"In order to continue the spirit of the classical
violin making tradition, "tradition" must be
broken."

Probably therewas a "majortriad" ofthree interacting components
- composition, musical interpretation, and innovativeinstrument
making - that lay behind the developmentand perfection ofsuch
impressive "resonance sculptures" as the master works of the 18th

century. Today we talk about "tradition in violin making" in
contrast to "innovation".Nothing couldbe further from the history
ofviolinmaking. This history bears witness to passionate creative
power,as illustrated in thefollowingexamples:

Claudio Monteverdifirst called for 4th position violinplaying
(E6, an octave above theopen E-string; Marienvesper, 1610).
This piece demandedgreatervirtuosity thanwas required in the
worksof othercontemporarycomposers. His hometown was
Cremona, Italy, the famous violin-making town of the Amati
dynasty. It can be assumed thatMonteverdi'sdemandson play-
ing techniqueweresoon transferred to violinmakersand stimu-
latedthemto develop an instrumentwith greaterplaying capa-
bilities.

Arcangelo Corelli created his 12 Sonatas for Violin(Sonata a
violine e violoneo cimbalo;Rome, 1700),which formedpart of
thebasicrepertoireofviolin players asrecently as the 19th cen-
tury. Even more importantwas theyear 1680,when he com-
posed the first "concerto grosso." Now the violin was lifted
abovetheorchestraandbecamea solo instrument. ForAntonio
Stradivari this must have been a musicalrevolution. At that
timehe abandonedthe modeland arching style of his master,
Nicolo Amati, and developed his own "long pattern." This
development was his response to the demandsof thenewmusic
style.

It is easy to imagine how thecreativepower ofStradivariwas
stimulated when Torelli, in 1698,laid the foundations of the
virtuosoviolinconcerto. Stradivarireacted to this innovation

with anothernewmodel. It can be imagined that his so-called
"goldenperiod", starting about 1700, was influencedby this
soloisticrevolution. Hence, theclimax of Italian violin making
was in large measurea consequence ofmusicalevolution.The
first virtuosocomposers andperformers helpedbring the violin
to musical maturity.

In a similar way, the development of the modern violinbow
through Francois XavierTourte, Paris (1747-1835) was acceler-
atedby thenewviolinschools led by Leopold Mozartand Josef
Haydn. As newconcert stylesrequired new instrumentdesigns,
resulting in improved violins,nowthe enhanced playing tech-
nique calledfor new, improved bows.

Modernempirical methodscan be used to pickup the "innovation"
trail. Acousticalanalyses ofcharacteristicsofthe sound ofviolins
by Antonio Stradivari, Guarneri del Gesu, and others make it
possible to establish a direct connectionwith thesemasters. In this
way they become contemporary teachers rather than simply
historicalprototypes. Scientific methodsin violinmaking include
careful documentation of all stages during the making of an
instrument,including changes in design and wood treatment. Such
a detailed"notebook"of the making process is necessarywhen
comparing the sound of finishedinstruments. Only in this way can
specific changesin designberelated to specific acousticalfeatures.

RECORDINGS OF SOUND
No scientific method canreplace the trained ear, ultimatearbiter
in violin making. Tonal adjustment, an important part of violin
making, canbemademorereliableusing before and afterrecordings.
A systematically organized archive ofsuch recordings comprises
an auditory "sound school", illustrating the effects of possible
adjustments. Over the years wehavecompiled an extensivedatabase
ofsounds based on tests ofan assortmentofinstruments, and tonal
adjustments in ourshop (see AppendixA). Before the adjustmentof
a fine instrument,we ask the musician to do thefollowing:

1. "Play something so I can hearwhy you have comehere" (i.e.
"What is the problemwith the sound orplayingproperties?")

2. "Play something so I can hear why you play this particular
instrument"(i.e. "What are yourpreferences in sound, playing
technique,and interpretation?")

3. "Play open strings and scales" (i.e., "Howevenor unevenare
timbre, volume, andresponse of the instrument?")

Answers to these questions help us to understandthe kind ofsound
the musicianis looking for. Furthermore, thisprocedure allowsus
to watch the interactionbetween musician and instrument. The
choice of musical passages, and in particular how they are
interpreted, helps us to answer the following fundamentalquestions:
What characteristicsof theinstrumentmust definitelybe retained
in the tonaladjustment? What kind of "resistance,"which sound,
and whichregister is the musicianlooking for?
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It must be emphasized that a fine professional musician is a highly
reproducible measurement system. The best method for
determining the quality ofviolins is probably one in which the
musical relevance and reproducibility is highest. It goeswithout
saying that "themusicalrelevance"ofa violinplayed by a musician
cannot be surpassed. However, theprecision and reproducibility
that a fine professional maydemonstratein playing, for example by
repeatinga passagemany timesin exactly the sameway, is probably
littleknown amongscientists (who often havelimitedcontactwith
professionalmusicians).

Example 1 . Aninteresting experimentwas madein our shop one
daywhen two Stradivarius violinswereat handfor tonaladjustments
and associatedrecordings. The samepassages were played and
recorded, alternating between the two instruments. Without the
musician'sknowledge, some of therecordings (Mozart's Violin
Concerto inD-major, Ist1 st movement) were later edited toreproduce
violin 1 on the left channel, simultaneously withviolin 2 on the
right channel. The match of tempo, phrasing, articulation and
intonationis so close thatfor a long timea listenerhas the impression
of hearinga single violin [Note: this recording is available for
listening at www.schleske.de].
ANALYSIS OF DESIGN
As stated above, the central empirical task for the violinmaker is to

relate the sound of the instrumentto its design. Inparticular, the
violinmaker must learnto identifyand judge themusicalresult of
each change in the design. The major aspects in the analysis of the
design are the arching, thickness graduation pattern, and thebody
outlineshape.

Arching
In our shop, the determination ofaninstrument's arching is made
by measurements of six cross-sectional profiles of the plates
(maximumwidthof lowerbout, lowercorners, bridge position,
minimumwidth ofC-bouts, upper corners, and maximumwidthof
upper bouts). In addition, longitudinal profiles are measured. All
profiles are obtained by digital distancemeasurements using an

X-Ycoordinate table (Fig. 1). The advantages of this methodare: (a)
The true shapes ofprofiles are measuredandreproduced with high
accuracy; (b) The profiles can be reproduced with distorted
proportions, for example making the body short and fatby reducing
the length coordinates more than theheight coordinates. In this
way characteristic features of an instrument's shape (including
deformation) can be emphasized; (c) Comparisons between
instruments can easily be madebyplotting twoor moreprofiles on
the same diagram.

Example 2. Cross and longitudinalprofiles ofthreefine old Italian
violins (Antonio Stradivari 1727,DomenicoMontagnana 1729, and
Carlo Bergonzi, 18thCentury, dateuncertain) are shown in Figure
2. The profile for the Stradivari is similarto that of his student
Bergonzi, especially in theregionnear the plate edges,whereas the

Figure 1. Device for measuring arching profiles on an X-Y
coordinate table.

Figure 2. Longitudinal- andcross-archingprofiles oftopplates of
fine Italianviolinsby CarloBergonzi (1 7xx; dateuncertain),Antonio
Stradivari (1727), and DomenicoMontagnana (1729). Measurement
done using X-Y coordinate table and transducer (See Fig. 1).
Accuracy: +/- o.lmm.

Longitudinalarchingprofile Z=Z(Y)of top-plates I Carlo Bergonzi 17xx("M.C.")__
Antonio Stradivari 1727 ("M.H.")

Cross archingprofile Z=Z(X) oftop-plateat min. widthinC-bout

85
M

"o5
o---

7E50y;:-25-ec-75
width X (mm) accuracy +/- 0.1

mm

Montagnana has a fuller character. The longitudinal arching of
Stradivari has clearly been deformed("pressed out") due to the
unusual thinness of the topplate. A depression in the topplate in
thebridgeregion can also be seen.Note that thecalibrationofthe
zerolinefor eachprofile is based on the levelof the slightly irregular
glue-filled surface of the ribs at the corresponding measuring
positions. This is whythemaximumarch heights in the cross and
longitudinal profiles may differsomewhat.

Thickness Distribution
Measurements of thickness graduation patterns are madeusing an
electronicdevicedevelopedin our shop. Thicknesses are measured

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
T length Y (mm)

saddle
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Figure 4. Thickness graduations (in mm) of six violins made by
Guarneridel Gesu. Plates are viewed from the outside. Diagrams
were created using our interpolation program. Data from
Biddulph[3].

Figure 3. Device (prototype) for measuring the thickness
graduation. The thicknesses are shown on the analog scale and
processed by a computer to calculate the interpolation maps
{Instrument Cello byDomenicoMontagnana, 1740).

Stretton 1729

Baltic 1731

by a magnetic sensorpositioned on topof the plate of the assembled
instrument (Fig. 3). The values are monitored on an analog
instrument as well as being fed into a computer. Inaddition, the
deviceis equipped with a voltage-controlled signal generatorthat
produces a pitch which is directlyproportional to plate thickness.
A differenceof 1/10mm is converted to a change inpitch ofone
semi-tone.Using thisequipment it is easy to get an overviewofthe
thicknesspattern and to trackcontours ofconstant thickness (i.e.
followpaths giving the same pitch). Violondu Diable 1734 Haddock 1734

As has also been advocated by JeffLoen [2], we prefer to use
interpolation methods to transform the point-wise thickness
measurements into a map showingregions ofequal thickness by a
coloror graycode. This gives an immediatevisualimpression of
the thicknesspattern.

ratheruniform distribution.Theback platesof the other instruments
show a more conventional "concentric" pattern, increasing in
thickness towards the center. A striking similarity in the thickness
distributionsof the top plates can be observedfor the "Stretton
1729"and the "Violon duDiable 1734".Example 3. Generally, the "art" ofempirical research work lies in

theability to distill useful informationfrom a large amount ofdata.
An example of the gainin informationobtained through thickness
maps is shown in Fig. 4. Here the thickness distributions of six
violinsby Guarneri del Gesu are displayed in gray-scale shading.
The data have been compiled from the extraordinary book on
GuarneridelGesu by Biddulph [3], and enteredinto our computer
system. Itis clearthat the "Kreisler 1730" followsa differentsystem
than the other five instruments. The top plate becomes thinner
towardsthe middle,while the back plate is generally thickerwith a

The measured thicknessescan alsobeused for a statistical analysis,
including averaging across several instruments, which makes it
possible to display general differences.Finally, the thickness maps
areused for evaluationofsuccessive steps in the making and to
illustratedifferentworkingconceptsofoldmasters.

Example 4. The thickness distributionsof a "composite" cello
partly by Stradivari (top plate), partly by J.F. Lott (back plate) are
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Figure5. Thickness graduation of a cello:Top plate made by
Stradivari,back plateby J.F. Lott.

Figure 6. Outlines of two reference violins: the "Schreiber"
Stradivari of 1712 (black) and DomenicoMontagnana, 1729 (white).
Measuredusing X-Y coordinatetable.
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shown in Fig. 5. This fine instrument, whichpossesses outstanding
sound, was brought to our shop for tonal adjustment, including
modificationsof bass bar, fingerboard, soundpost, and bridge. The
thickness distributionof the top plate largely follows the body
contour,while thatof theback plateis concentric.
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The importanceof the lastpoint followsfrom the fact thatwood
shows a strong anisotropy withregard to sound velocity and internal
damping [4]. The orientationofgrain andrays relative to the arching
determines whatfractionof the maximumavailablesound velocity
willbe attained in the two directionsof the arching (longitudinal
and cross). Infact, the influence of the localorientationofgrain and
rays across theplates is sometimeslarger than the influence obtained
byvarying the distribution ofplate thickness.

Body Outline
The body outline is also measuredby electronic determinationof
coordinates on theX-Y table. Once again, it is useful to plot several
instruments on the same diagram in order to make direct
comparisons.

Example 5. The outlines ofback plates oftwo violins, Antonio
Stradivari (1712) andDomenicoMontagnana (1729), are shown in
Fig. 6 (see also AppendixB).

Of course, no twopieces ofwood are identical. Also, detailed
knowledge of the wood treatment of the reference instrument,
including primer and varnish, is neveravailable.Thetreatmentof
thewoodparticularly influences damping. The more thematerial
properties of thereference instrumentdeviatefrom those of the
instrument underconstruction, the larger the deviationsfrom the
geometryofthe referenceinstrument thatmust be madein orderto
retain similarvibrationalproperties, and hence a similarsound. So,
what strategy should be followed?

ANALYSIS OF THE MATERIAL
An establishedviolinmaking practice, which is often applied when
trying to make a fine instrument, is to rely on "tradition".This
means that the work is guided by examining an existing, fine
"reference"violin with desiredtimbralproperties. An examination
of the referencelimitedto the geometrical properties will,however,
neverleadto thegoal, since it is the geometryin combinationwith
materialproperties that determine thevibrationalcharacteristics
(normalmodes),and hence the sound ofthe instrument.

Thegeometry of thereference instrumentmust be known as
wellas possible, because otherwiseit will not beknown what
to deviatefrom. This is thereason for detailedanalyses of the
designofreferenceinstruments (described above).

The mostrelevant materialproperties for violinmaking are:

1. Sound velocityin the longitudinal directionof the grain
2. Sound velocityin the cross-grain direction
3. Density A valuable preparatorytask is to documentthe key acoustical

parametersof thewoodthatwillbe used. By making a seriesof
similar instruments from wood with varying material

4. Internal damping
5. Orientation ofmechanical elements of wood (grain andrays)
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parameters and treatments it is possible to learn indirectly
about the materialproperties of the referenceinstrument. The
hypothesis put forward by Schelleng [5] andMeyer [6], thatthe
acousticalquality of a piece ofwood is determinedmainlyby
theratiobetween sound velocityand density, certainly seems
to be correct accordingto our experience.

It is desirableto obtain the bestpossible information about the
material properties and wood treatmentof the reference in-
strument. By using woodthat is as similaras possible for the
newinstrument, the deviationsfrom the reference geometry
can be minimized.Among the many material parametersof
thereference instrument, onlythe followingcanbe determined:

1. The sound velocityalong the grain; and
2. The sound velocityacross the grain.

(Note: thesecan only be determinedindirectly as mean
values by averagingover the normal modes)

3. Density,including all treatmentssuch as primer and var-
nish, can be measuredin free plates (see Example 6).

4. Damping canbe measured by determining thebandwidths
of the resonances in free plates.

5. The orientationof the structural elements of the wood
(grains and rays) can be determined, to some extent,by
opticalmethods.

Finally, the question must be raised whetherwood with acous-
tically comparable materialproperties is available. In other
words, are there anyreasonableways of deviating from the
reference geometrywith thepieces ofwood at hand, in order
to reach an acoustically comparableresult? This questioncan
only be answered indirectly and after thenew instrumenthas
beencompleted, usingAB tests ofrecordedsounds from the
two instruments.If the tests give a positive answer(no signifi-
cant differencein sound) the answeris yes, it was possible. A
psychoacoustical evaluationofthe radiatedsound is an impor-
tant toolin allanalysis and control.

"Apsychoacoustical evaluation ofthe radiated
sound is an important tool in all analysis and
control. "

Some light willbe shed on the strategic points mentionedaboveby
describingexperiencesfrom ourexperimental work. Itis often said
that the old Italianmaster instruments exhibitmaterialproperties
that cannot be duplicated today. This could relate to a "secret"
treatmentof thewoodwithparticular mixtures of varnish,or to
chemical or other long-term, slowprocesses thathave modified
wood properties.

Figure 7. Device for measuringdensity 8 [g/cm3] ofa cello top-
plate. Numbers are as follows: 1, scale; 2, metal handle; 3, water
(known densityOw); 4, topplate; 5, plastic sack; 6, barrel; 7, weight.
Symbols are as follows: Ffe , downwardforce of devicewithout top;
F , force with topplate insidebag; F , upward force of topplate,
Vj,volume of the topplate.

Density
Example 6. What was the density of spruce used by Stradivari?
Work in our shop gives some answers.The bass bar of the fine cello
mentionedin Example 4 had to be replaced and this gaveus an
opportunity to determine the density of the Stradivari topplate
withoutbass bar.

Avery accurate method was used in which theweight of the top
plate was determined when immersed in a liquid (water) ofknown
density §r (Fig. 7). The top plate was put in a water-tight bag of
synthetic material. A measurement rig was designed consisting of
theplastic bag (5) with a weight (7) atits lowerend, and a supporting
frame (2) resting on an electronicbalance (1) standing on topofa

barrel (6). The weight was large enough to make the totalforce on
the completely immersedtop plate (in thebag) directed downwards,
despite thebuoyancy force F from the displaced water.

Equation I, givesFh as the downwardforce on the measurementrig
without the topplate, andF as the corresponding force with the
topplate inside thebag. By this comparative measurementmethod,
the error due to the plastic bag is cancelled out. F andF

(j
were

determined from thereadings m , and m on theelectronicbalance.o h res
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(Equation I)

whereg — 9.81 m/s2 is theaccelerationofgravity.

Further,

(EquationII)

whereG 'is the so-calledapparent weightofa fully immersedbody

Finally,

where 5 is the unknown density of the top plate, 8W
the known

density ofwater, and G the "real"weightof the topplate as measured
in air.

For this particularStradivari topplate,

(Note: g denotes accelerationofgravity and gr the mass unit gram).

This gives G'= —610 gr*g according to Eq. 11. The weight in air
was m — 390 gr, which gives G = mg. Finally, Substituting
the known G and G'in Equation 111 gives the density of the
varnished Stradivari plate as

The volumeof this top plate (V ) happens to be exactly 1000 cm3

(Vk = m/dK ).

A density of0.39 g/cm3 is not unusual, but clearly in the lower
range for spruce available today—even including wood from
northern Italy. It must be emphasized that this valuerefers to the
combinationof wood, primer, and varnish,not to white, untreated
wood. The densities of theprimer and varnish arecertainly higher
thanthatof thewooditself. Further, thesemeasurements say nothing
about the original density at the timethe instrumentwas made,
which mayhave differed from thepresent. The measured density
tells us only something about how this top plate compares to

contemporarytopplates.

Anatomy of Wood
Manyrumors exist in the violin makingworldregarding historical
methods for reducing the density ofwood. A commonhypothesis
is that the membranesof thebordered pits in the tracheid cells were
dissolvedby attacks ofmicrobeswhile thewoodwas immersedin
a river or lagoon. The watercould then penetratethe cells. Our
studies,based on electronmicroscopy ofwood obtained inrepair
work from violins by old Italian masters JosephGuarneri filius
Andreas, DomenicoMontagnana,andF. Gagliano found no such

Figure 8. Scanning electronmicrograph [7] ofspruce top-plate of
a F. Gagliano violin (anno 1780) showing pits in tracheid walls
(2000 timesmagnification).

Table 1. Modal dampingvalues averaged across all modes. "17xx"
indicates that decadeand year are uncertain.

Maker Name Date Bass Bar ModalDamping
(Percent)

1.04without
with

A. Stradivari 17xx
A. Stradivari 17xx
F. Rugeri 1669

1.06
with
with

1.221669
1.07M. Schleske 2001

Figure 9. Damping ofeigenmodes as a function ofmodefrequency
(eigenfrequency) ofcello top-plates by Stradivari 17xx(with and
withoutbassbar), Rugeri 1669, and Schleske 2001. Note that the
dampingofspruce in the modern topplate is within therange of the
oldwood.
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evidence. Similarmicroscope investigations ofspruce fragments,
conducted by Barlowand Woodhouse [21, 22] on arange of old
instruments came to the sameconclusion.

a new instrument(M. Schleske 2001) (Table 1;Fig. 9). The plates
were freelysupported. In the frequencyrange analyzed here, no
mysteriousor anomalousdamping values can beobserved for these
300 year old cello topplates.

Example 7. Tracheid cellwallsandbordered pits in a piece ofwood
from the topplate of aviolinby F. Gagliano (ca. 1780);Fig. 8. The
pits (diameter0.012 mm) areclearly seen.They are not dissolved.

Example 9. Analyses offinished instrumentsalsoreveal no major
differences in damping between fine old instruments and
contemporaryinstruments.A comparison ofthe damping values of
three violins byAntonio Stradivari and three newviolinsbuilt to
his model (Table 2; Fig. 10), shows that themodal damping factors
of the new instrumentsoccupy the samerange as those of theold
instruments.The individual regression lines for thesix instruments
show the highest damping values for theStradivari from 1712, and
the lowestfor the Stradivarifrom 1721. Regression lines (shown in
white) for the newinstrumentsare found in the rangebetween these
extremes. A decrease in the damping values towards higher
frequencies, common to all instruments, is clearly seen. The
decreaseis abouta factor 0.7 per decade. This decreasein damping
with increasing frequency, which is reflected in sharperresonance
peaks, is a highly desirableproperty. In combinationwith the
increasing resonance density at higher frequencies this sharpening
of theresonances contributes to the "modulability" (sound control
by vibrato) of the instrument. In summary, our measurements
indicate that the damping properties of old and contemporary
instrumentsare of comparable magnitude.

Damping of Resonances
An acoustically important materialproperty is theinternal friction,
which, in combinationwithradiation losses, determines the 3 dB
bandwidths of theresonance peaks.Does the internalfriction of the
normalmodes of fine old instruments with desired sound differ
from that ofmoderninstruments? This question can be answered
bycomparing the 3 dBbandwidths ofpairs ofsimilarmodes (which
oughtto have comparable radiation losses). Suchdifferences have,
if theyexist, been assumedto be causedby some initialprocessing
of the wood, a special compositionofprimer andvarnish, orlong-
term aging processes. Comparisons of transfer functions used for
modal analyses ofassembledinstruments as wellas freeplates give
the following examples:

Example 8. Modaldamping (half the 3 dB bandwidth normalized
to the modefrequency) vs. normalmodefrequencies was measured
for two oldcello topplates (A. Stradivari 17xx;F. Rugeri 1669)and

THE "MUSICAL" VIOLIN VARNISHTable2. Mean damping values obtainedby averaging across all
modes of some oldand new instruments. Note: "x" indicates
uncertain date. See Appendix C for a description ofmeasurements.

In my opinion, the target of treating a violin with varnish is to

achieve lowdamping in thefinished instrument, ideallyareduction

Average
Figure 10. Damping of eigenmodes of vibration in assembled
violins: Three instruments by Antonio Stradivari are compared
with three contemporaryviolins. Note that damping values are
comparable. The regression linesof thenewinstruments (white)
are between those of the "Schreiber" Stradivari (1712) and the
"Hamma" Stradivari(1721).

MakerName Date DampingValue
(Percent)

G. Grancino 1699 1.4
J.Guarneri (fil.Andrea)
A. Stradivari

1706 1.3
1712 1.5

A. Stradivari
A. Stradivari
C. Bergonzi

1721 1.1
1727 1.5
17xx 1.3

D. Montagnana 1729 1.3
J. Guarneridel Gesu
J.B.Vuillaume

1733 1.2
? 318xx 1.3
c
a.E
a

S. Zygmuntowicz
M. Schleske

1996 1.2
1999(37)
2000 (39)
2000 (40)
2000 (44)
2000 (45)
2001 (51)

1.2
M. Schleske
M. Schleske
M. Schleske
M. Schleske
M. Schleske

1.3
1.4
1.2
1.4
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in damping compared to theuntreatedwood. A subsidiarygoal is
to achieve thehighest possible increase in the ratio of soundvelocity
to density. A reductionof the damping corresponds spectrally to a
reduction ofbandwidths and an increasein heights ofresonance
peaks. As mentioned above this leads to a higher "modulability" of
the sound [for a detailedexplanation see Part ll]. The second goal,
an increase in theratiobetween soundvelocity and density,means
an improvementofthe "acousticalquality" of the material.A varnish
with thatsecond propertywill allowthe instrument to be made
with slightly reduced thicknessesand hence lower mass load. The
decreaseof mode frequency causedby reduced thicknessesswill
be compensated by the application of such a favorablevarnish. The
mode frequencies willbekept unchanged by the addition of the
varnish. In this waythe acoustical efficiencyof the instrument is
increased, as well as its dynamical range.

Figure 11. Step-by-stepacousticalevaluation of the varnishing
process. Note that the downwardslope of the "materialquality"
(Mq) line reveals unfavorablesteps in thevarnishing process.

fc>
treating process (steps) j 1.0

CT

,y

As themodefrequencies as well as the dampingvalues maychange
significantly due to the treatment of thewood with primer and
varnish [8, 9, 10], it is agood investmentto learnabout the influence
ofyour owntreatments. The whole concept of "varnishing" can
include a numberof treatments such as applying a filler and(or)
groundlayer, followedby many layers ofvarnish,and it is notonly
the final result which is of interest. The acoustics of the
intermediatesteps in thevarnishingprocess are equally interesting.
There is a danger thatsome single step in the process may have a
detrimentalinfluence on thefinal result, although it may happen
that the loss is partly compensated or masked in a laterstep in the
varnishingprocess.

wood ground varnish

perpendicular to the longitudinal direction. [Note: All values have
been normalizedrelative to theuntreatedreferencevalues because
thereis a possibility thatthe treated samples as wellas the untreated
reference samples wereinfluenced by changes in climateduring
thetreatment period. This way the effects ofvariationsin humidity
and temperatureare compensated].

Such undesirableintermediatesteps cannot be detectedin a single
comparison betweenuntreatedand finished pieces. Each individual
step in thetreatmentof the wood must beevaluated. Since (a) each
treatment needs a certain drying time, and (b) the acousticaleffects
of the treatment change with time, it is necessary to conduct an
evaluationof thevarnishing processby making tests on a series of
wooden samples (strips).The numberofsamples must be equal to
thenumberofsteps in theprocess,plus some untreatedreference
samples. The first sample receives only the first treatment, the
second thefirst and the second treatment, and so on until thelast
sample, which undergoes all treatments in thevarnishingprocess.
The samples are allowed to dry for a substantialperiod of time,
afterwhich the differences in sound velocity c, density 8, and
damping (quality factor^) are determined and compared to the
originalreference samples. The resonanceproperties are measured
using the standardmethodinvolving driving the free-free supported
sample strip and observing the first bending mode[10]. The change
in materialquality M —c/Bdue to the treatment is calculated for
each sample. These changes compared to theoriginal, untreated
sample may be plotted vs. the successive steps in thevarnishing
process.

Figure 1 1 shows that thevarnishing system analyzed here has only
a limitedpositive influence. The two first treatments(ground) that
increase the soundvelocityby 7.4 % and the density by only 2.7 %
give a noticeableincrease (4.6%) in materialquality. The following
step #4 (treatmentby a layer ofrosin oil) gives, however, arelatively
higher increase in density, and thematerial quality drops. In this
step someof thepositive influence ofthegrounding in steps #1 and
#2 is lost.The same effectis found for the followingtreatmentswith
a fat oil varnish. After thefinal treatment (step #6) the material
quality is similarto thatof theoriginal wood. The sound velocity
has increasedby 1 1.8% and the densityby 1 1 .4 %. It would have
been better if the initial trendcould have beenkept, with a faster
increase in sound velocity than in density. In that case, it would
havebeenpossible to make theviolinwith slightly thinnerplates in
orderto reduce the mass load, and thereby increase the acoustical
efficiency. This way, theshift in modefrequencies and associated
change in sound that followswith thinnerplates would have been
compensated in thevarnishing process.

Example 10. Figure 11 shows successive steps in the treatmentof
spruce strips with thickness of 3.0 mm, and grain oriented

The varnishing system we use in our shop consistently gives an
increasein mode frequencies ofabout 6 % compared to the untreated
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Figure 12. Modalanalysis ofa violinshowing impact hammerfor
measuring excitationforce and accelerometer(at theupper bridge
corner) for measuring response.

(white) instrument. In contrast to the disappointing example in
Fig. 11,a varnishing process has beenreported which reducesthe
dampingcompared to theuntreatedwood [10].

MODAL ANALYSIS
We willnowturn to some important tools for acousticalanalysis.
Methods for visualizationofmodes like hologram interferometry
[11] wereused on violinsbyJansson and others as early as 1970 [12],
RecentlyBissinger starteda comprehensiveproject in order to create
a database on the design and acoustics of stringed instruments,
including modalparameters [13]. Modal analysis was first applied
to theviolin in 1983by Miiller[14], and laterby Marshall [15,16]. In
1989 it was usedfor the first timeduring the making ofa violin [1 7].
Still,few violinmakers useit as an aidin theirwork. Thatis surprising
since modal analysisgives a very intuitiveviewof the modes of
vibration,which is theprimary function of theinstrument.

With the use ofmodalanalysis it is possible to make an acoustical
"fingerprint"of a violin, showing thenormalmodes (often called
"resonances"). The modes depend upon all the properties of the
vibrating structure, including geometryas well as material. With
othermethods, these two sets of properties have to be studied
independently. The particular combinationof materialproperties,
arching, thickness distribution,body shape etc. (in otherwordsall
of theparameters that can bevariedin violinmaking), definecertain
distributionsofspecific stiffness and mass, which in turn determine
the modesof theinstrument. Modalanalysis ofmode shapes, mode
frequencies, and damping factors shows howthe parameters of the
materialand design combine into a single picture. At the same
time, the modes are the basic components that determine the

vibrationsin theviolin,and hence the sources oftheradiatedsound
of theinstrument.Viewed in this mannerthe modesare the obvious
linkbetweendesign, making and sound.

An Intuitive Methodfor Diagnosis
Modalanalysis fosters an intuitive understanding ofthe function of
the violin,as the modes can be displayed animatedon the computer
screen. The violinmakercan thenwatch how theviolin's corpus
bends,pumps, and twists.He doesnot onlyhearbut suddenly begins
to see whatwillhappen to theinstrumentwhen themusicianexcites
it. He thus learns to understandthe function of the instrument,and
begins to develop a deeperunderstanding of theresonances his
making process produces. Evenif themethodsmight looka little
technical, computer analysis does not tellhim what to do.It just
showshim whathappens. The art ofviolinmaking is to create a
certain resonancesculpture. Usuallyhe cannot see resonances, he
can only hear what they are responsible for: the tone of the
instrument.But modalanalysis is a methodthatreveals whathehas
created: theresonancesculpture!

Thatis whymypassion as a violinmakeris focused onresonances
and why I find modal analysisand sound analysis to be exciting
tools.They open a new sphere ofintuition and experienceas one
begins to understand things that usually cannot be seen. Intuition
and experience will guide all further decisions on what
modificationsof the developing corpus will bring its resonances
closer to what you are aiming for (which maybe to match the
resonanceprofile ofa fine reference instrument).

Table3. BI frequencies of 11 oldviolins (sorted by increasingBI
frequency), "x" indicates uncertain decadeor year.

BI Mode
Maker Name(Location) Date Frequency

(Hz)

GiambattistaRogeri(Brescia) 16xx 500
JeanBaptisteVuillaume (Paris) 1872 506
Antonio Stradivari(Cremona) 1712 513/524*
CarloBergonzi (Cremona) 17xx 519
DomenicoMontagnana(Venice) 1729 519
Antonio Stradivari(Cremona) 1721 517/527*
GiacomoRivolta (Milan) 1837 524
Antonio Stradivari (Cremona) 1727 533
GiovanniGrancino (Milan) 1699 541
Joseph Guarneridel Gesu (Cremona) 1733 544
Joseph Guarneri fil Andreae (Cremona) 1706 565

* Split BI mode due to torsionalmotionof the fingerboard [details
see Partll] .
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Figure 13. The typical lowesteigenmodes ofa Stradivarius (1712) violin.In contrast to thehigh varietyofdifferentplate modes, these
four eigenmodes are in generalobserved onall violins. The modefrequencies and details in themodeshapes differ from instrument to

instrument. They give valuable clues about the acoustical function of the instrument.Together they form the individual "acoustical
fingerprint"of theviolin.

Left-handpictures (a through d): Contour diagrams of the mode-shapes. Viewfrom the outside. Gray-black areasvibratein opposite phase
with gray-white areas. Nodallines (linesofno amplitude) betweenblack andwhitering. Readrings ofvibrating zones like height-lines of
mountainson a topographical map. AbsoluteAmplitude differencebetweentwo adjacent black (ortwo adjacentwhite) rings: see A Mag.
(in m/NsA2) aboveFig. 13a...d.

Right-handpictures: Frozenpictures ofscreen animation.Both maximumdisplacement and undeformedsituation areplotted

a) Mode-Name Frequency Damping max. Mag. min. Mag. AMa9-
Ao(=ff-Res.) 286Hz 2.9% 3.3 m/NsA2

-3,5

m/NsA2 0.5 m/NsA2
b) Mode-Name Frequency Damping max. Mag. min. Mag. AMag.

C2 409 Hz 1 .4% 27.6 m/NsA2 -24.0 m/Ns

a

2 3.0 m/NsA2

d) Mode-Name Frequency Damping max. Mag. min.Mag. A Mag.
C3(-Bl<-) 524Hz

1,5%

17.8m/NsA2 -25.2 m/NsA2 3.0 m/NsA2

a) A0 Helmholt% resonance. 286 Hz. A modewith strong "breathing"of thewholecorpus withveryeffective radiationofsound due to the
airvibrating in the/holes. Notice it byplaying a chromaticscale on theG string. Theregion around C# will sound a lotmoresonorous
than the other notes. The reason: the fundamentalofC# corresponds with theHelmholtzresonance. Notebending ofthe fingerboard.

b) C2 corpus mode. 409 Hz. A strongly twisting, weaklyradiating mode.Itis theonlymodewith almostidenticalmode-shape patterns on
top andback plates.

c) T1 corpus mode. 448 Hz. The lowerof the two strongcorpus modes. Strongradiation due to thepumping movementof theback plate
and the strongvibrationareain thelower flankof the left topplate side.Note the strong(in plate) vibrations near theribs at thebass
bar side: this is due to thestrongmaximumvibrationof theback plate at theedges of theC-bout (bass bar side).

d) B1 corpus-mode. 524 Hz. Largevibrationzonein phase on the top-plate due to thefunction of the bass bar. Back plate edges vibratein
oppositephase to center ofback plate, performing strongbending in cross direction.Stronglyradiating mode.
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Figure 14. An extensiveacousticalprotocol ofa Stradivari violin(1712). The frequency functions are:

a) Blackcurve: Energetic averaged "Resonanceprofile" ofsoundradiationp/F (p = sound pressure; F = excitationforce). Gray curve:
Energetic averaged mobility ofboth bridge feet (admittancev/F). Data points: Damping values as function of eigenfrequency(right
verticalaxis).

b) The first 25 eigenmodes of vibration of the Stradivarius. Measured by experimental modal analysis. Mode frequency
(Eigenfrequency)valuesappear beloweach modeshape. White-gray areasvibratein oppositephase with black-gray areas. See textfor
details.

Eigenmodes of Vibration (from experimental Modal Analysis)
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Eavesdrop on Stradivari
Of the almost 90 instruments thatwe have examined by modal
analysis inour shop during the last fewyears, a "shiningstar" is the
"Schreiber" Stradivari of 1712 (Fig. 11),an outstanding example of
violin making at its highest level (for details of the measurement
method see AppendixC).

Example 11.The four most important lowmodes of this Stradivari
are shown in Fig. 13. Modes with these shapes are observed in
almost all violins. In contrast, the high-frequency plate modes
starting at about 650 Hz are very differentbetweeninstruments.

We regard theBI mode as akind of "leading mode" for the tonal
colorof the instrument; itacts asa "tonalbarometer."A BI frequency
below 510 Hz is characteristicof a somewhat "soft" violinwith
darksound, lacking "resistance." In contrast, a BI frequency above
550 Hz is found in "stubborn"violinswithbright sound, possibly
with a tendencyto harshness, and with strong"resistance" to the
player. Hutchins has observed this effect and stressed the
importance of the frequency difference between the BI andAl
modes [18]. The frequency of theAl mode -which is a "longitudinal"
air modewith" a single nodal line at half thebody length [19, 20] -
variesverylittlearound a value justbelow500 Hz due to the almost
standardized length of theviolin. The frequencies of theBI mode
are, however,widely scatteredin differentviolins (Table 3).

A detailedillustration of the acoustical properties of the Stradivari
violin from 1712is shown in Fig. 14. The frequencyresponses show
the "resonance profile" of the radiated sound (black curve),
calculated as the RMS average of thenormalized sound radiation
(soundpressure dividedby excitationforce) at different angles in
the room. The other frequency response (gray) is the quadratic
average oftwo admittancemeasurements, in which theexcitation
force has been applied at theupper cornerof thebridge (G-string
side) in thebowing direction.The detectionof theresulting motion
was madeat the two bridge feet.

It is clear that the admittance does not give a very goodprediction
of the radiated sound from the instrument, although it is better
aboveabout 1300 Hz. The reason is the increase in the ratiobetween
thebending wavelength in theplate and thewavelengthof theair-
borne sound, which improves the sound radiation efficiency.The
damping of the modes is plotted with data points at the
corresponding mode frequencies. The lowerpart of Figure 14b
shows the mode shapes of the first 25 modes (up to about 1320Hz).
The typical difference between body resonances and plate
resonances is clearly seen, among other things. In the body
resonances the top and back plates move as a single unitwith strong
coupling via the ribs. The nodal lines run across theribs from one
plate to theother, which means that thebodybends and twists asa
homogenous body. This propertyis seen for all modes up to BI
(524Hz).

The plate resonances, in contrast, are characterized by smaller
"islands ofvibration" separated from each other, morenumerous
the higher thefrequency. The nodal linesrun inmany cases parallel
to thecontourof thebody. In thesemodes theviolinbehaves like a

membranedividedin manyparts, vibrating in alternating phases.
The typical characteristicsofplateresonances start withthe mode
at 769 Hz. It has anefficient, asymmetric vibrational shapewith an
antinodein the lowerright part of the bottom plate. It is easily
identified as a peak in theresonanceprofile of the soundradiation,
andprovides a substantialpart of the sound radiation. Body and
plate resonances arealways clearly separated by a border line at
about700 Hz in thefrequency responses of the soundradiationas
wellas in the admittance. In thefrequency range up to 2340 Hz, 48
modesof this particular Stradivarius violinwere identified bymodal
analysis (see Appendix C for detailsaboutmeasurements).

A collectionofcomplete illustrationsfor differentinstruments is
very useful for making acoustical relationships between two
instrumentsvisible. When making "tonalcopies" the use of modal
analysis at many stepsof the working process allows themakerto
compensatefor differencesbetween thereference instrumentand
thecopy causedby differencesin thematerial,by making changes
in the geometry.As the modal analysis shows thevibration shape
of each single mode, it is possible to identifythe "sensitivezones"
for each mode. In these zones,a modificationof theplates or other
parts of the instrumentgivesmaximalshiftin the modal frequencies
and damping. In this way, modal analysis can be used to support
the "designofviolinsound", when strivingtowards a specific goal.

(To be continuedin thenext issue of the CAS Journal. "Empirical
tools in contemporary violin making: Part 11. Psychoacoustical
analysis and use ofacoustical tools)
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BI = Bl+ (Hutchins) = C3 (Jansson) = main corpus
resonance (H.A. Miiller)

In my opinion it would be sufficient to denotethreecategories of
resonances,usingAt for air resonances,C# for corpus (body)
resonances, andP#for plate resonances. These threecategories
areunambiguously defined, independentlyof the quality of the
instrument.The historically motivated use ofseveral otherterms,

like Tl for an often pronounced top plate mode, is strongly
dependenton the characteristicsof the individual instrument. In
fine instrumentswithoutstanding sound, theTl mode("1 st strong

topplatemode," Jansson) is not atall limited to the topplate. The
motionof theTl modeis often ofequal amplitude in the top and
backplates, sometimes even larger in theback plate.

APPENDIX A

Recordings ofSound
Microphone: Sound levelmeterB&K 2237. Distance fromviolin: 1
m vertically above the sitting player. Ceiling height: 3.5 m.
Reverberation time of the room (violin shop): 0.6 s. Recording
directly on hard disk. Software: digidesign. Near-field monitors:
EMES. The judgmentof therecordings by manyplayers runs like
this: "Therecording is brutal. Everything is heard.But Ihave seldom
recognized myowninstrumentso clearly."

APPENDIX B

About the Instruments
"Schreiber"

Stradivarius,

1712
Madeby Antonio Stradivariin Cremona, 1712. It belonged to Dr.
Schreiber in St. Petersburg afterwhomtheviolin is named.Prior to
1900 it was played by H. Wieniawski. About 1900 it was sold to
Oswald Mockel and Dr. Louis Ravene in Berlin and played by
Huberman. In 1937 it was passed overto Hans Bassermanwho
shortly afterwards emigrated to the U.S.The instrumentwas played
by Pinchas Zukermanbetween 1968 and 1972 and is documented
on manyrecordings, forexample Concerto forViolin and Orchestra
No: 5 a minor Op: 37 byHenri Vieuxtemps (CD Sony Classics SBK
48274). In 1976itwas on loan to Daniel Heifetz. Today theviolin
belongs to a CAS member and customer of our violin shop. It is
played by one of the members of the SWR Sinfonieorchester
Freiburg/Breisgau.

References: [28, 29], Certificates by J.A. Beare,London and A.F.
Moglie, Washington

D.C,

and others.

Dominico Montagnana, 1729
This violin has an outstanding Venetian varnish, and a warm,
voluminous sound. For a period of ten years it belonged to the
concert masterKolja Blacher of theBerlin Philharmonic Today it
is played by Alban Beikircher, a young soloist.

Guarneri del

Gesu,

1733
The instrument belongs to one of the concertmasters of the
MiinchnerPhilharmoniker. It is thepresentreference instrument
for our work in the shop.

APPENDIXC

Measurement of Dampingand Modal Analysis
Support of instrument: Foamrubber pillows (height 12.cm) at the
upperand lowerendblocks.

Measurements: Transfer functions FRF(f) = a(f)/F(f); numberof
samples 4096.

Bandwidth:3.2 kHz.

Software: difa d-TAC

Hardware: difa MeasurementSystems FA-100 (4 ch FFT analyzer)

Number degrees offreedom (DOF): 595 in each mesh.

Excitationat allDOF's: Impact hammerPCB 86C80 with plastic
tip (red).

Sensor: AccelerometerPCB 352822 (0.5 g) (fixed horizontally at
thetop ontheG string side of thebridge).

Analysis: STAR Structure ModalAnalysis;Advanced Curve Fitting
(Advanced options: toleranceF = 1.00Hz; D = 1.0 Hz; Model size
= 30; BandwidthofcurvefittedFRF is 512 lines;more than 3 separate
curvefits in the observed frequencyrange).

Mode shapes: Scaling ofmodeshape amplitudes: Residues (absolute
values).All residues weredivided by 2ltf (mobilityrepresentation)
in order to allowa comparison of the modesin a dataset.

Visualizationofthe modes by interpolation of theresidues (58,704
points) and computation ofiso-amplitude contours.

C2 (Jansson)
Tl (Jansson) = 81-(Hutchins/Bissinger)
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"Musical Sounds from a Past Millennia"was the themeof the International
Symposium on Musical Acoustics (ISMA 2001), held in ornate halls and
palaces of the historicalcenter ofPerugia, a medievalwalledcity thatis the
capital ofUmbria,in centralItaly. Dr. DomenicoStanzialand his organizing
committeeare thanked for their fine work in presenting this conference
and assembling an attractiveProceedings volume. The CatgutAcoustical
Societyhelped to promote theconference (see theFall, 2001 issue of CASJ
for some extendedabstracts relating to string instruments).

Opening and closingaddresses and plenary sessions wereheld in the great
hall of the Priori Palace, bedeckedwith the coats of arms ofPerugia's
po destd(mayors) from 1297to 1424(see above). Oral sessions wereheld in
the CesaroniPalace, the seat of governmentin Perugia. In one elaborate
presentation room, scantily clad angels frolicking across a heavenly ceiling mural must have distractedmore than a few musical
acousticians. Poster sessions and workshops were held in the subterranean chambersof theRocca Paolina fortress.

Sadly, theweek-long meetingwas interrupted on the afternoonof the second day (Sept. 1 1) by news of terroristincidents in the USA.
Some participants, especially Americans, werehopelessly distracted by these events and theireffects on air travelplans. We wereall
impressed by theoutpouringof griefandunderstanding by Italiancitizens,as they helda huge supportrally inthe samegreat hall that had
earlierbeenfilledwith acoustical scientists,happily discussing research findings.

Rather fewpapers were givenon acoustics ofstringed instruments, although thosethat were given were ofhigh quality. Manyof the talks
used computer sound clips to illustrate important points, which is aneffective new tool for speakers on acoustical topics. Overall the
meeting was cordial, wellorchestrated, wellattended, and took place in a fabulous venue. Another ISMA meetingwill takeplace in
December, 2002 in MexicoCity. The next tri-yearlyISMA (associatedwith thenext ICA meeting) willbe heldin 2004inKyoto, Japan.

JeffLoen
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A&usticsefQLarlp tring instruments
A Special Issue of the Catgut Acoustical Society Journal

May, 2003

Performance ofmusic from theMedieval,Renaissance, and Baroqueperiods has experienceda huge revival inrecentyears. Early music
festivals, concerts, andworkshops are numerous, Baroque orchestrasplay to enthusiastic full houses, and there is increaseddemand for
period instruments andbows. The need for informationaboutearly musical instrumentsand theiracousticshas neverbeen greater.

The CatgutAcoustical Society can make an important contribution to understanding early musicperformance, and theconstructionand
acoustics ofperiod instruments. Wewelcome submissions ofmanuscripts for a Special Issue of the CASJournal to be published in May,
2003.

PROPOSED SUBJECTS
Reconstructing andplaying early (pre- 1800) string instruments
Acoustical measurements ofclassic Europeanviolins,violas, and cellos
Acoustics of therebec, lyre, cittern, psaltry, hurdy gurdy, harp, lute,viol, harpsicord (and otherearly string instruments)
Baroqueviolin set up and accessories
Relationship ofplaying technique to sound quality
Importance ofphrasing, ornament, dynamics, and technique
Documentation (dimensions, graduation, arching characteristics,etc) ofunmodifiedearly instruments, bows, and accessories
Constructionand development ofstrings
Early bows - design, materials, andperformance

Manuscripts on these orrelated subjects shouldbe submitted to the CAS Office, 55 Park Street, Montclair, NewJersey 07042 USA
(Attention: JournalEditor). Submission by either hard copy (3 copies),or as an emailattachment (MicrosoftWord or generic .txtfile) is
acceptable. Please send email communicationsto catgutas@msn.com. Papers are not to exceed 6000 words and must bereceivedby Nov.
30, 2002. The manuscriptswillbe peer-reviewed.
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♦ STOCKHOLM MUSIC ACOUSTICS CONFERENCE 2003
SMAC 03
AUGUST 6 - 9, 2003

Organized by the:

Music Acoustics Group at theDept. of Speech, Music and Hearing, Royal InstituteofTechnology (KTH), Stockholm, Sweden

SMAC 03 consolidates the traditioninitiatedby SMAC 83 and SMAC 93 witha major conferenceonmusic acoustics in Stockholm
every 10th year. Like earlier SMACs this conferencewelcomescontributions from the entire fieldofmusic acoustics.

Specialsessions on:

Performance
Perception

Instrumentacoustics
Singingvoice

Musicalcommunication
InstrumentControl

Physics-based modelling

Further information willbe available at www.speech.kth.se/SMACO3
E-mail: smaco3@speech.kth.se

Lookingforward to seeing you in Stockholm 2003!

AndersAskenfelt
Roberto Bresin

The organizing committee: Johan Sundberg
Sten Ternstrom

Erik Jansson
AndersFriberg

♦ INTERNATIONAL MUSICOLOGICAL SOCIETY
17TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS (IMS 2002)
1 -7 AUGUST, 2002, LEUVEN, BELGIUM

IMS 2002will takeplace at theMonsignor Sencie Institute of theCatholic Universityin Leuven,Belgium. The Congress willoffer
symposia on eight broadthemes, as explained in detail onthe IMS website (http://www.ims-online.ch/) and on flyers availableon

request from the SecretaryGeneralof theIMS (fax 41-1-923-1027, e-mail imsba@swissonline.ch).

♦ INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM OF MUSICAL ACOUSTICS MEXICO CITY
9-13

DECEMBER,

2002, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO

Theme: "Musical Acoustics and an InteractiveMusical InstrumentsMuseum"
This willbe a satellitesymposium of the 144th Meetingof theAcousticalSocietyofAmerica, the3rd IberoamericanCongress of
Acoustics and the9th Mexican Congress ofAcoustics, which will jointlymeet from 13th November to 6th December, 2002, in

Cancun,

Mexico. Web site: www.unam.mx/enmusica/ISMA_Mexico_City

♦ 1 8TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON ACOUSTICS (ICA) 2004
4-9 APRIL, 2004, KYOTO, JAPAN

The Congress will coverall fields ofacoustics. The theme is "Acoustical Science and Technology for QualityofLife." Web site:
www.ica2oo4.or.jp
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Catgut Acoustical Society, Inc.

Advertisement Rates

(black and white camera-ready copy)

Page $200 T'xlO"

Half Page $125 4 7/8" x7"

Quarter Page $75 4 7/
8" x 3 !/2"

Deadlines for inclusion in semi-annual CAS Journal:

February Ist1 st for publication in May Journal
August Ist1 st for publication in November Journal

Please fill out the following form and return to: Catgut Acoustical Society Email: catgutas@msn.com
Fax #: (973) 744-037555 Park Street

□ Camera-ready artwork is included

Special Instructions:









EDITORIAL PROCEDURES FOR PUBLICATIONS
The CAS Journalis a peer-reviewed publication. This means that
theEditorwill seek theopinion ofpeopleknowledgeable about the
topic and qualified to review thepaper.

Ifa paper is not deemed suitable forpublication in theCAS Journal,
theEditor will so advise theauthor and explain the reasons. If the
paper is acceptableinprinciplebut changesare needed, theEditor

sends thepaperback to the authorwith suggestions formodification.
Once thepaper has attainedfinal form, it enters the queuefor space
in oneof thenext issues ofthe CAS Journal.

COPYRIGHT
Submitting a paperfor editorialconsideration is a representation
that thepaper has not been copyrighted orpublished elsewhere,
and is not under considerationfor publicationelsewhere.

GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING PAPERS
We invite submissionof technicalpapers,short notes,bookreviews,
obituaries, letters,andcomments. Articlesshould not exceed6000
words, equivalent to approximately 6 Journal pages, including
graphics. Bookreviews and notes shouldbe limitedto 1000words.
Please consult a recent copy of theJournal for guidelines as to style.

Initialsubmissions can be in the formof hardcopy, fax, 3V2—inch
floppy disk, CD-ROM, or emailattachment. Please note that final
copy must be provided as a TEXTfile (.txt, textonly)rather than as
a nativefile from aword processingprogram. However,hardcopy
shouldbe provided thatreflects all special characters and desired
formatting, superscripts, etc. so that our printer can accurately
reproduce those features. Clean blackand whitephotographs and

line drawings are acceptable; low-resolutiongraphic images copied
from webpages and low-quality photocopies ofillustrations are
unacceptable. Graphic images should be formattedto nearstandard
columnwidths (3.5 or 7.0 inches) and saved or scanned at high
(300 dpi) resolution, preferably in .tiff format. Please include
graphics files on disk separately from text; do not imbedimages in
word-processing documentssuch as Word or Word Perfect.

Please send 3 papercopies ofsubmitted articles to CAS Office, 55
Park Street, Montclair, N.J. 07042 U.S.A., fax (973) 744-0375,
e-mailcatgutas@msn.com. The JournalEditor can becontacted at
CASJEditor@aol.com.
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